“What do you do?”
I’m a construction economist.
“So, you do… cost/benefit analysis?”
Yes, for designers and builders. I have found that the processes we use for our
clients in our daily work are vital to solving ecological, wellness, and economic
problems we face globally.
A measured approach shows that our children’s standard of living will be twice
ours, they will live in nicer homes and have better jobs, their children will walk to
school and play in better spaces, they will live in more diverse communities of
their choosing, they will access parks and farms and recreation within easy reach.
Many of our problems could be solved in a matter of months; most could be
addressed in a few years, and the planet could be much happier place in a few
decades.
“Ok, tell me.”
Sure. Please read in two-page view, the show is on the right, and the tell is on the
left!

Green at No Cost
Economic and Cost Control Strategies that Create No Cost Sustainability

By Richard Vermeulen

Dedication
This book is dedicated to my father, who loved to buck the conventional wisdom and encouraged
an independence of mind.

The Cost Model
When we mean to build,
We first survey the plot, then draw the model;
And when we see the figure of the house,
Then must we rate the cost of the erection;
Which if we find outweighs ability,
What do we then but draw anew the model,
Which is almost to pluck a kingdom down
And set another up,
Question surveyors, know our own estate,
How able such a work to undergo,
We fortify in paper and in figures,
Using the names of men instead of men:
Henry IV, Part 2, Act 1, Scene 3 William Shakespeare, 1600 AD
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Introduction: Climate Change. If you would like to economize on your reading time,
try reading the right-side pages of this book. Graphics and captions should give a
good overview for most readers.

Forward
With the environmental impact of climate change, we already know that the 21st century will be
a challenging one.
Fortunately, there is a new book, "Green at No Cost" by Richard Vermeulen, that I predict will be
the textbook for those who believe that Green is the way to deal with the future.
What Vermeulen does that makes this book so important is that he links "being Green" to being
cost-effective.
In 1975, I published an urban manifesto, "Vacant Lottery," a term coined to describe a philosophy
of urban consolidation. This approach, which advocates conserving and building on existing
urban fabric, can be illustrated by small urban interventions such as a single-family house, to
large city planning proposals. Each intervention attempted to reinforce the idea of urban
consolidation through more even distribution of densities and respect for particular contexts,
physical as well as social. The overall intent was to demonstrate the importance of architectural
context and to propose an attitude that might return to our cities the architectural coherence
and urbanity they once had, effecting a reconciliation of good design, and social commitment.
I owed much of the economic rationale of this manifesto to the late A.J. (Buster) Vermeulen,
Richard's father, then the leading cost consultant in North America.
Barton Myers, FAIA
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Author’s Preface
A major part of my work as a Construction Economist is to advise construction design teams on
the cost impact of all sorts of design options for their buildings. As we work through building
designs, we find savings, big and small, since they all add and compound. At the end of this cost
control process, we have a leaner and more valuable building.
So, when the Green Movement took hold in our industry in the past couple of decades, I became
uneasy. The Greens created a checklist approach prescribing solutions, which frequently cost
more at the outset and cost more over time. These strategies struggle to gain hold because
economic forces work against them. More troubling to me was the notion that high-cost
solutions were to be the wave of the future, that our horizons would forever narrow due to
environmental danger.
As I studied the issues, I came to agree with the environmentalists that we are measuring the
wrong things and that we need new metrics to come up with new solutions. I found that these
solutions were hiding in the work we do daily, the Value Process. This process can be applied in
a systematic way to our built environment. We can take master plans, break them into their
components, and then put them to the test of our prosperity formula. The Value Process
identifies what options exist and how alternative solutions can create leaner and more valuable
environments.
Consumers are stubborn, and rightly so. Unless a provider can give more value for less cost, there
will be little market interest in their good or service and little incentive for buyers to buy. Can
we use the value process as the lens through which we evaluate all economic solutions? Can
market forces be employed to accelerate us toward a sustainable society that achieves Green at
No Cost?
With this perspective, I found that solutions to economic design problems emerge into a
framework that allows energy reduction and increased living standards. These principles allow
not just my idea of how people should live but also their own, as demonstrated by their actions
and aspirations.
This handbook is designed to introduce the value process, explain some of the barriers to its
application, and to show what solutions the value process can create through cost/benefit
analysis. I am sure we can create a sustainable economy, save trillions of dollars globally, and
increase our standard of living all within one or two generations. But we had better get going.
Richard Vermeulen
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SYNOPSIS
For decades, we have told ourselves that depleting our resources is necessary in order to increase
our standard of living. We have also told ourselves that the main obstacle in protecting our
environment has been the higher costs. These are myths and rationalizations.
The Value Process
This book is about taking economic design elements apart, examining them, identifying optimal
pieces, and placing these pieces in optimal relations. Some of these configurations may seem
surprising, many are elegant in their simplicity, and most appeal to us since we realize that
success and prosperity are within our reach.
The Prosperity Four: Choice, Access, Mobility, and Space
When we start a building design, our clients describe their mission, vision, and values for their
project. Once we have the guiding principles, our design teams have a metric to which they can
engineer their solutions and fulfill their obligations. What are our criteria in the Green at No Cost
project and how do we measure our progress?
Time is Money is Energy
Everyone accepts the business maxim that Time is Money. (Oh well, if you are an economist, you
must start somewhere). This means that if time is not leisure time, then it is measured in
efficiency terms. What may be new to our thinking is that Money is Energy.

The Barriers
In our society, we must be ever vigilant about natural accumulations and agglomerations of
power. Big government, big business, and big media are powerful forces that are balanced by
the ballot box, the courts, watchdog associations, and so on.
The environmental movement started as a watchdog and a voice that challenged the
establishment and helped put safeguards into place. As the decades passed, the upstart
movement grew large by its success. Today it could be fairly claimed that the environment game
is big government, big business, and big media.
The status quo sometimes tells us to maintain something beyond its useful life. But nature, with
its life cycles, puts an expiry date on pretty much everything, and so should we. When economic
life cycles are applied to all our cost analyses, greater freedom, adaptability, choice, and
dynamism are achieved.
It is said that people resist change. Really, we resist change for the worse. Change for the better
we readily adopt. The line-ups for the new gizmos and modern conveniences are real. We are
seeing prosperity increase rapidly in our communication realm with the increase of mobile
phones, the internet, video and audio technologies.
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However, our living realm is in decline. In our daily lives, we circumscribe our choices by
Measuring the Wrong Things. We limit our access with Oceans of Asphalt. The Transit Hoax
chokes off our mobility. We over-compress our spaces and ask, Dude – Where’s My Yard?
What are these barriers? How were they born, and what forces keep them alive? What highcost relationships do they create, and what are the overall impacts on the pursuit of prosperity?

The Value Process in Action
People naturally make savings decisions, so the price and choice mechanism can be adapted to
incorporate the socio part of the socio-economic process. Choice and Green Taxes identifies
several economic tools that facilitate access, mobility, and space in our building and
transportation infrastructure.
Zoning began with the desire to separate uses. After all, nobody wanted to live next to the
meatpacking plant! Now we consider form so that high rise is next to high-rise, low rise is next
to low rise. Use and form are good things to plan, but Access Based Zoning is our guide to
optimizing parking, streets, parks, and other uses. Access determines routes for pedestrians,
bikes, cars, transit, and freight. What frameworks maximize access both in terms of proximity
of space and choice of transportation mode?
Micro mobility is the advantage of a useful transportation mode to an individual or enterprise.
Extending mobility to everyone and incorporating all modes of transportation multiplies that
advantage exponentially and becomes macro mobility. Instead of worsening auto-mobility, we
seek to enhance it. Instead of limited transit mobility, we create it everywhere. The micro to
Macro Mobility provides multiple and redundant transportation grids interlaced in interstitial
spaces creating the cellular form.
Green infrastructure that serves as buffer zones, swing space, transportation grids, and
ecological corridors creates the interstitial zones of Space and the Cellular Form. Living spaces
reach out into the country while rivers of nature infiltrate the city. Mobility is everywhere
between and through the cellular form. Access underlies and abuts our built spaces.

Green at No Cost
The Eco-City is a cost model that incorporates optimum design elements identified by the Value
Process. Here we look at Five Steps to Our Eco Future by estimating the Cost/Benefit of Green
Infrastructure, Access Ability, Macro Mobility, Right Size Buildings, and Sprawl On to see how
close we have come to our goal of Green at No Cost.
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Introduction
The Value Process
We do not have to sacrifice our future to live well today; however, we have become complicit in
a new status quo that undermines true environmentalism by backing ideas that cost more at the
outset and, more over time, cost-cost. First, we put deposits on our bottles, then we stack our
newspapers, then we separate our plastics, now we bag our compost. If the basic task of
disposing of our trash is so complicated, then saving the planet is bound to drive us crazy!
In the long term, cost-cost relationships work their way out of the system, or sometimes, the
entire system crashes and must start again. I believe we are in danger from the status quo of
cost -cost.
As we scale up from our personal lives, our relationships become more formalized and more
static. Change becomes harder to implement as individuals have less control in groups.
Therefore, a robust value optimization process is key managing complexity and implementing
solutions.
The process is not new. It is pervasive throughout our economy and our natural environment.
On a day-to-day basis, we are barely aware of our drive toward it. We share rides, we pick up
stuff along the way, we communicate with others to trade away surpluses and fill scarcities.
The Value Process takes design elements apart, examines them, identifies optimal pieces, and
places these pieces in optimal relations. This process can be employed by many, and the creative
drive can be engaged by many, so the result will be much more varied and adaptive. In the same
way, nature creates many versions of the same thing and allows the different versions to find
their places in different environments.
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The Prosperity Four: Choice, Access, Mobility, and Space
When we start a building design, our clients prescribe their mission, vision, and values for their
project. Once we have the context, our design teams have metrics to which they can engineer
their solutions and fulfill their obligations.
Thomas Jefferson offered us Life, Liberty, and the Pursuit of Happiness as the guide for the
democratic project. Let’s make the pursuit of prosperity the guide for our economic project.
Most definitions of prosperity use the synonym flourishing, which implies a positive and
expansive motion and well-being. Choice, access, mobility, and space have a lot do with
achieving that, and interact to create more prosperity in a rising tide that floats all ships.
Choice is an essential part of nature and free economies. Natural selection and successes that
go with choice create a robust and interdependent sphere. We celebrate diversity for the
inherent richness of our environment and for the advantages we gain for ourselves.
Access is the door to that diversity. Just as the internet, the telephone, and various media bring
information and communication to our fingertips, we seek readily available goods, services,
destinations, jobs, institutions, and activities.
Mobility is the action that gets us there. Sometimes there is the action itself—the road trip, the
Sunday drive, the stroll in the park, the run around the block, the sightseeing tour, the luxury
cruise. More often, diverse places that we need to access are the “there,” and getting there
expeditiously is the key to our happiness.
Space is our 3D world and having that space is a necessity. There is our own space, like our room,
our office, our home. There is our communal space like our parks, our infrastructure, our towns,
our water. There is nature, which is all the places that are not so heavily shaped by humans.
The interplay and optimization of these four things are a key theme of this book, along with two
equations. Sorry for leading with nerd, but equations have a simplicity that makes concepts more
easily understood.
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Savings Equal Benefits
Let’s think about Fire, one of our first and most famous technologies that happens to be giving
us headaches right now. For the cost of getting some combustibles and finding some flint, we can
keep ourselves warm, and cook food. This saves paleo us time finding food to burn calories
internally and makes a great range of indigestible foods available. Yes, the downside is pollution.
With time on our hands, we can invest in other technologies that yield benefits, like chimneys!
Amateur physicists will see that energy and matter has not been created or destroyed in this
process. Voila, E=mc2 and Savings=Benefits!

Time is Money is Energy
Hopefully, everyone accepts the business maxim that Time is Money. This means that if time is
not leisure time, then it is measured in efficiency terms. (You can see why economics became
the miserable science.)
At the micro-scale economics is a bewildering array of debits, credits, savings, expenditures,
interest rates, payrolls, productivity measures, profits, etc. At the macro scale there is only
activity and rest, or kinetic energy and potential energy (still an amateur physicist).
Money is our unit for energy. Active money shows up in transactions as a price. Inactive money
resides in our accounts as a saving. So, Money is Energy.
With this simplifying assumption, the market practice of minimizing both initial cost (e.g., buying
the least cost car a purchaser likes) and minimizing energy cost (e.g., better fuel economy) and
minimizing maintenance cost (e.g., long-term service warranties) results in the lowest overall
energy use.
This is the age-old market at work. We do not need to invent anything. We do need to make
better use of this mechanism, this “invisible hand,” in order to control economic outcomes to the
greatest benefit.
For the economics geeks out there;
Money is a convertible store of Value.
Money used to convert to gold at a fixed rate.
Money now converts to a basket of goods and services at a variable rate (fiat money).
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Introduction: Time is Money is Energy. “Ever run the short way; and the short way is the way of
nature, with perfect soundness in each word and deed as the goal. Such an aim will give you
freedom from anxiety and strife, and from all compromise and artifice.” Marcus Aurelius

Energy Pie. Buildings and infrastructure consume two-thirds of our energy. As construction
economists, we are responsible for optimizing these sectors.
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THE BARRIERS
In my profession, we produce estimates that measure a coherent design by breaking down work
items into categorized systems. These system-based cost models are used for troubleshooting
and finding opportunities.
This is “the short way.”

The Barriers to Choice - Measuring the Wrong Things
By measuring the wrong things, or not measuring anything, we choose the wrong things. This
creates barriers to our understanding and our actions. Externalities and Resource Depletion are
like leaks in our economic vessel. Stopping these leaks requires taxes and/or regulations, not the
bans and subsidies of a Command Economy.

The Barriers to Access – Oceans of Asphalt
To access our work, our homes, and our travel we have paved over both our people-centered
and our natural world. We don't share these spaces very well because we fear losing the access
we need. Ironically, we lose the community we want access to in the first place by creating a
Commercial Wasteland and Snout House suburbs interlaced with absurdly congested “arterials.”
In order to handle increasing volumes of traffic this small minority of roads undergoes a Widening
of The Arteries.

The Barriers to Mobility – The Transit Hoax
Conventional planning has allowed congestion to degrade mobility, forcing us to swallow The
Congestion Pill. Yet auto-mobility is how we get around. Transit is but The One Percent Solution,
which is where it will stay unless we get creative. Instead, we have a one-size-fits-all approach
that takes us From Concession to Congestion. Congested arterial concession roads break down
completely as Overload on Main Street piles rail, bicycle, and pedestrian traffic onto confused
and angry drivers. Mobility is not the enemy… It’s The Co2—Stupid!

The Barriers to Space - Dude – Where’s my Yard?
At the turn of the twentieth century, there were two visions of the city of the future: one vertical
as extolled by Le Corbusier and the other horizontal as reasoned by Wright. It turns out that
Frank Lloyd Was Right. The popularity of decentralization comes from deep-rooted desires to
live a better life and spurs economic activity. A victim of its own success, sprawl has become
synonymous with negative environmental impact, creating a Nimby Jack response. Why Get
High? Ever greater density is equated with low impact. If we measure the right things, we find
that this is not only false but a trick.
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The Barriers to Choice - Measuring the Wrong Things
Externalities
The biggest trick in the environment game is to make people feel guilty and fearful about their
standard of living; their Impact is a compounding function of their Population multiplied by their
Affluence and multiplied again by their level of Technology… IPAT.
In nature, the steep rise in impact is just the initial slope of what is known as the Kuznets curve.
For example, the rise in impact may be a period of industrialization where developing societies
meet basic needs. The peak of the Kuznets curve shows that once societies meet their basic
needs, they become concerned with quality. In other words, once basic quantities are achieved,
basic qualities become the major concern. The long declining part of the curve corresponds to
advanced economies where most of the increase in production is concerned with qualitative
advances.
In many respects, less is more. These reductions are attributable to the natural forces of the
market economy finding efficiencies.
Government establishes the rules of engagement within the marketplace (hence the broader
term socioeconomics). Rules mediate when one form of economic activity impairs or has
negative impacts on another. If there are dangers, then strict regulation is required. If there are
externalized costs, then taxation is required.
As these conflicts and externalities are resolved, the long, slow downward evolution of the
Kuznets curve plays out. The Value Process increases standards of living while reducing negative
environmental impact and increasing positive environmental synergy.
Governments are terrible at picking winners and losers are terrific at picking governments.
Government can become the catalyst for savings and environmental benefits through excise
taxes, not subsidies. Entrepreneurs, new industries, and consumers will respond if price signals
reinforce environmental benefits.
By measuring the right things, choice works in the fight against externalized costs.
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Choice Barriers: Impact = Population x Affluence x Technology. The Environmental movement
tends to scare us with doomsday scenarios of environmental crashes. Is our impact on the
environment always negative and always getting worse?

Choice Barriers: Kuznets Curve. While environmental crashes are always a possibility, what really
happens is that new impacts (such as sulfur emissions) tend to grow until constraints push them
back to a balanced position. This process creates both diversity and stability.
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Resource Depletion
"GNP (Gross National Product) misleads because it does not acknowledge that capital assets
depreciate. This happens if increases in GNP are brought about by mining capital assets - for
example, degrading ecosystems and depleting oil and mineral deposits - without investing
appropriate amounts of output in the accumulation of other forms of capital..." ~ (Dasgupta
1996).
The media loves this energy disaster story since we are frightened by both the specter of
environmental degradation and economic collapse. The government then comes out with all
sorts of programs like fuel efficiency standards. Then business monopolies demand subsidies for
expensive products like transit or electric cars… cost-cost.
We are currently (2014) in one of these high price periods for commodities. In truth, our energy
resources are vast and renewable, and our technologies are clean and efficient. This high-priced
period is reducing the consumption of dirty, non-renewable, non-local fuel sources.
The graph at the right shows the cost of a barrel of oil since the beginning of the industry. The
initial high price spike is followed by a period of low prices that accommodated the expansion of
the industry consistent with the rapid expansion phase of the Kuznets curve. As stocks of this
resource tap out, the price again rises, which allow other sources to compete as well as efficiency
measures to reduce demand. Value optimization shapes the downward slope of the Kuznets
curve. As consumers substitute high impact/high-cost products for more efficient forms,
increased value emerges parallel with decreased impact.
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Choice Barriers: Cost of a Barrel of Oil since the Beginning of the Industry. The Kuznets balancing
of supply/demand/regulation/taxation has occurred numerous times throughout the history of
the oil industry.

Choice Barriers: Peak Oil. Oil provides most of our transportation energy but is not sustainable
due to finite supply. This turns out to be a good problem since fossil fuels cause much of our global
pollution. Moving to sustainable energy sources promises to eliminate ecological, economic, and
geopolitical crises.
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Command Economy
Having government predetermine value and forcing people to fit into those strictures is the
recipe of all the failed command economies of the past. When our choices are circumscribed by
government and monopolies, we lose the advantage that a free market brings to the value
creation or value optimization process.
As a properly functioning market favors innovation and reduced cost, economic surplus emerges.
Economic surplus is the difference between what people are willing to pay and what they actually
do pay for a given good or service. The aggregate of economic surpluses for all our economic
choices is our standard of living.
For example, when the cost per mile of travel is low, people will travel more, as shown by the
curve to the right. When the cost per mile is high, we will make one trip to the store and get as
much stuff as we can, even if that stuff costs more.
When government policy limits mobility choice in favor of transit and neighborhood retail, they
force the cost of transportation and the cost of goods up. The labor monopoly of transit and the
location monopoly of existing businesses benefit.
Conversely, when government policy limits mobility choice in favor of the car and big-box sprawl,
the monopolies of big developers and large-scale producers benefit.
When we establish a framework that accommodates choice, low-cost travel, big-box retailers,
21st-century transit, and local retailers will all have increased opportunity. We will see that the
“short way” forward is easier than we think.

Related Articles
For related articles, go to www.vermeulens.com or hyperlinked version available on Kindle and other devices.
IPAT – Measuring Environmental Impact. By Richard Vermeulen
Is Green Really Green? Sustainable effectiveness has dropped! By Richard Vermeulen
Mobility and Prosperity. By Richard Vermeulen
Are Urban Planners Really Planning for Mobility and Prosperity in North America? By Peter Lucking
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Choice Barriers: Cost Versus Miles Traveled. The transition to sustainable building and
transportation energy sources poses an economic challenge. With transportation, for example, if
the cost per mile traveled goes up, our standard of living will be reduced. Fortunately, there are a
lot of things we can do to offset this effect!
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The Barriers to Access
Oceans of Asphalt
If a mall were the planet, asphalt would be the oceans. To access our work, our homes, and our
travel, we have paved over both our people-centered and our natural world.
We don't share these spaces very well because we fear losing the access we need. Ironically, we
lose the community we want access to in the first place by creating a windswept asphalt void
interlaced with absurdly congested “arterials.”
§
§

Up to 60% of commercial land is parking creating a Commercial Wasteland.
Up to 20% of land in Snout House residential development is driveways.

A small minority of roads carry a huge majority of traffic. “80 percent of total traffic runs on less
than 10 percent of the roads.” ~ (Vanderbilt, Traffic - Why we Drive the way we do 2008).
In order to handle increasing volumes of traffic, this small minority of roads undergoes a
Widening of The Arteries.
§

Up to 15% of urban land is road surface.

% LAND COVERAGE - TYPICAL URBAN
1. 35% PRIVATE/ADJACENT YARD (light yellow)
2. 20% PARK and INSTITUTIONAL GREEN (green)
3. 15% STREETS (dark grey)
4. 10% RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS (dark yellow)
5. 8% RESIDENTIAL PARKING (grey)
6. 5% COMMERCIAL PARKING (light grey)
7. 5% COMMERCIAL/INSTITUTIONAL BLDG (pink)
8. 2% INDUSTRIAL ZONE PARKING (light grey)
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Access Barriers: Typical Suburban Covered Area. If we don’t have access to our built
environment, our prosperity declines. Ironically, the paved surfaces that provide access to our
destinations have become so large that they become a barrier themselves.
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Commercial Wasteland
“We’re overbuilt on the strip. Americans value convenience, but the perceived convenience of the
strip has been reduced as traffic congestion has worsened in recent years. Add to this rising fuel
prices and an overall physical environment designed for cars, instead of people, and it’s
understandable why fewer people want to shop the strip and almost no one wants to linger.” ~
(McMahon 2011).
Individual businesses are forced to accommodate both parking and service entrances dedicated
to their use. Our planning policies and our wheeled world have created this sprawling monotony.
The same land-use formulas get applied everywhere, but there are tipping points along the way
that make this simple approach uneconomic.
The strip fails the test of the prosperity four. Choice is limited to franchises. Access is limited to
vehicles. Mobility is congested by stop-and-go traffic. Underutilized parking consumes too much
space.
Big franchise businesses proliferate in this environment since we rely on brand awareness to
determine whether the place we are driving by is worth the trouble of stopping and getting out
of our car. The storefront that used to tell us that the business inside appealed to us is useless
at thirty miles per hour. Instead, a big, well-lit sign of a recognized brand does the job.
How can we improve access to both major franchises and local boutiques so we can save on
paving and save with a more competitive and entrepreneurial business environment?
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Business - Strip Mall

Access Barriers: Commercial Wasteland. Commercial areas can be 60 percent paved surface. Lost
opportunity for business and wasted time for people are the major cost.
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The Snout House
“Those people are from Oklahoma—they park in their front yards!” ~ (Michael Dennis 1986).
Monster driveways and heinous double garages make for ugly “snout-house” loading dock-style
front yards. Side yards? Forget those. Back yards—are you kidding?
Even developers don't like snout house suburbs since they are so inefficient. By the time
municipalities get the street they want, cars get the driveway and receiving areas they want, and
the occupants get the floor space they want, there is no land left.
The rule of thumb in architecture is to put the service entrance in the back. Yet improving access
to our homes has forced us to do the opposite.
Those who refuse to buy into no-yard tract housing may find a fixer-upper with a large lot. Most
others buy their first homes in the ticky-tacky box developments. Few ever intend to stay there.
Either way, there is the cost of starting over or moving, added to the cost of buying something
you do not want in the first place.
Assuming people choose to live in dense cheek-to-cheek townhouses, can we keep the
accessibility advantages of auto-mobility and eliminate the asphalt moats of our suburban
castles?
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Access Barriers: Snout House Fronts. Most new developments are single-family homes. Access to
homes is pushed back from streets and hidden from view by the shipping and receiving areas of
driveways and garages (the snout).

Access Barriers: Snout House Paving. Up to 40 percent of Snout House development is paved
surface. Lost social interaction and privacy are the major cost.
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Widening of The Arteries
“We all want progress, but if you're on the wrong road, progress means doing an about-turn and
walking back to the right road; in that case, the man who turns back soonest is the most
progressive.” ~ (Lewis 1952).
A small minority of roads handle most traffic. Local residents, who abhor through traffic, pay for
and control local streets. This leaves only the regional road, which has inexorably widened.
Underlying the expansion of road width has been the demand for the main street to do
everything.
The main street is trying (and failing) to: handle high volumes of cars, provide separate transit
and bike lanes, circulate people within a commercial area for shopping and work, accommodate
the social and visual functions of an old-style main street, and most uneconomically, squeeze in
dedicated light rail right of ways.
The main street is trying to accomplish far too much in a car environment. Either the main street
performs its traditional function at the expense of through traffic or handles through traffic at
the expense of its commercial and social functions. There is no reconciliation of the need to
travel at high continuous speed and the casual browsing and serendipitous pattern of human
interaction.
I lived in a town just outside Toronto, and as every year went by, the city got further away.
Suburban growth meant that more traffic lights and more congestion intervened on the regional
road. What was once a twenty-minute trip to friends and family seven miles away could now
take more than an hour.
Imagine instead that just a fraction of the pavement sprawled out between you and your
destination is designed to get you there. That twenty-minute trip could shrink to ten or fifteen
minutes by car, or it could stay at twenty by taking transit.
Related Articles
For related articles, go to www.vermeulens.com or hyperlinked version available on Kindle and other devices.
The Snout House. By Richard Vermeulen
The Green Building Industry: Greenwashing Our Cities? By Richard Vermeulen
State of the Suburbs. By Richard Vermeulen
Elbow Room. By Richard Vermeulen
Useful Paving. By Richard Vermeulen
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Access Barriers: Main Street Past. Historically, “Main Street” has been a synonym for commerce.
This activity buzzed around mixed-use space for building, sidewalk, parking, and drive access.

Access Barriers: Arterial Present. As zoning separated uses and vehicle miles increased, the Main
Street was replaced by “Arterials.” These ultra-wide roadways are intended to provide both highspeed mobility and improved access to their adjacent spaces. Unfortunately, they fail at both.
Stop and go congestion has become 24/7, and dispersion of uses has drained business and social
energy.
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The Barriers to Mobility
The Transit Hoax
“Surveys show 98% of Americans prefer transit use… for others.” ~ (Jaffe 2000).
This is funny because it is true. Not only is transit far less convenient, it is more expensive—even
in terms of energy cost! So why bother with transit?
The first need is social. Not everyone can drive. Grannies, kids, the disabled, the inebriated,
poets, and so on, all have mobility needs that can and should be met by transit.
The second need has to do with congestion management. Transit can (but seldom does) take the
pressure off overloaded road systems.
The conventional planning wisdom has been to allow congestion to degrade mobility in the hope
that people will fund uneconomic and ineffective transit schemes (...for others). The moribund
powers that be force us to swallow The Congestion Pill, as we feel guilty for driving our cars.
Yet auto-mobility is how we get around. Ninety-nine percent of passenger miles traveled are by
light-duty vehicles. No city is dense enough or served well enough by transit, to achieve more
than 40 percent of its trips to work with transit. Transit is The One Percent Solution, which is
where it will stay unless we get creative.
What we need, as cities grow, and eventually as they shrink, is a dynamic transportation system
that modifies easily with changing conditions. Instead, we have a one-size-fits-all approach that
takes us From Concession to Congestion.
Congested concession roads break down completely as Overload on Main Street piles on rail,
bicycle, and pedestrian traffic in addition to confused and angry drivers.
A hoax is a deliberate distraction that fools us into focusing on the wrong thing. Mobility is not
the enemy… It’s the CO2—Stupid!
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Mobility Barriers: Energy/Mile by Transportation Type. Touted by the monopolies that run them,
both rail and bus transit is assumed to be more fuel-efficient than the air and car modes that have
replaced them. In fact, energy use is similar while time, cost, mobility, and access are far worse.
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The Congestion Pill
Transit planners point to the futility of road-based expansion when new roads become instantly
clogged. The critics fail to mention that the popularity of this mode of transportation is the
problem. Other forms of mobility can only dream of any kind of popularity, let alone
overwhelming demand.
"What we found was that in cities where there were more roads, there was more driving, in
particular, if you had 1 percent more roads, you had 1 percent more driving in those cities." ~
(Turner 2012).
Turner's study also looked at public transportation: More buses and trains create more riders,
but generally do not make a dent in traffic problems.
"As you increased a city's stock of light rail or bus cars, there's no impact on the amount of
driving." ~ (Turner 2012).
Ask yourself this - how often do you willingly take more time to get anywhere? When the cost
and time of various transportation modes are compared, transit loses every time. The universal
preference for greater mobility and lower cost powers a huge political and economic drive
toward the car and the road.
Underlying transportation investment is the cost of congestion. The cost of congestion is
calculated as the delay experienced by travelers multiplied by the value of the lost time. For
example, if you are stuck in traffic for 20 minutes each day multiplied by $15/hour, then the cost
of congestion is roughly $2,000 per year per person. Applied to a concession block of 10,000
people and capitalized the cost is $500 million (10,000 people x $2,000/person divided by 4%).
Therefore, a $500M investment in transportation infrastructure in a 1.25-mile square block can
be justified as it eliminates the lost time. This is where the difficulty arises. Which transportation
investment really solves the problem?
New York created its through road grid in the 1820s, its subway system in the 1900s, its parkways
and freeways in the 1930s, all based on the foresight that the modern economy is predicated on
modern transportation. Intensification followed improvements to the transportation systems as
people took advantage of greater mobility. The congestion pill gets it backward. A cost-cost spiral
of high-cost congestion followed up with high-cost transit.
Traffic congestion is one of the top causes of unhappiness. The unconstrained ability to get
around is a basic source of happiness, or a need. Our transportation systems must provide the
mobility patterns of not just our employment needs, but all our needs.
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Mobility Barriers: Induced Demand. Growth in mobility has created serious challenges. Failure in
traffic planning and infrastructure utilization has been blamed on the scourge of induced demand.
Seemingly, no matter how much roadway gets built, traffic will always increase beyond capacity.
The “solution” has been to stop building roads.

Mobility Barriers: Transit Mobility. The congestion caused by this failure is so pervasive it is
accepted as an unsolved mystery. However, induced demand is no mystery to economics, it is
simply the interaction of consumer preference and availability, something that public
transportation lacks.
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The One Percent Solution
Currently transit supplies only 1 percent of travel passenger-miles and, on average, saves no
more fuel than personal vehicles. Business as usual rail and bus transit investment increases
capital cost and thereby energy consumption (money is energy).
For example, 30 years ago, Dallas implemented a light rail system and applied a one percent sales
tax to pay for it. Dallas Area Rapid Transit accounts for only four percent of trips in its area and
about one percent of passenger miles, as indicated in the graph. Again, the cost of a sales tax
subsidy is added to the cost of congestion.
“Rail transit projects cost an average 41 percent more and attracted fewer than half the riders
than originally projected.” ~ (O’Toole 2010).
Using the percentage error averages indicated above, the “ACTUAL” costs for recently proposed
subway expansions go from expensive to wildly uneconomic.
The current plan to reduce personal vehicle use, and subsidize transit, means North America will
have to be completely re-built and the economy will have to shrink back to nineteenth-century
levels.
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Mobility Barriers: Commuting by Mode versus Density. As congestion gets worse, transit
monopolies wait for a windfall of riders abandoning their personal vehicles. Unfortunately, no
such reality exists anywhere, particularly in North America, where average cities experience about
1 percent of commutes by transit. Even the densest downtown cores (Manhattan, for example)
never exceed 40 percent of commutes by transit.

Mobility Barriers: Frequency of Transit Use for Travelers. Could it be that people prefer door-todoor service, on-demand availability, personal ownership, flexible capacity, low cost, saved time,
comfort, and safety?
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From Concession to Congestion
North America was settled based on the 1.25-mile concession grid. Thousand-acre blocks worked
well for dividing farmland and providing grid access for vehicles.
This grid would typically be subdivided into city blocks as country became city in the pre-car era.
In our era, large-scale developer suburbs are characterized by traffic mazes and low-cost housing.
The city block plan was abandoned in order to provide the quiet streets that people paid for in
the cost of their house.
Transit, and even freeways, are separate silos funded by federal, state, and regional taxes.
Bureaucracies at these levels of government point the fingers at each other, hoping someone
else will pick up the tab.
Meanwhile, guess who really pays, one way or another?

Overload on Main Street
The cross-section utilized by modern transit planning might as well show horses and buggies.
As a cyclist, I must dodge cars making right turns or pulling over to the curb to drop people off.
As a driver, there are turning lanes, however, they cross bike lanes, so I am going to have to dodge
turning traffic, trains to my left, cyclists to my right, pedestrians everywhere (assuming I am
moving). Finally, a raised grade transitway attempts to travel at high speeds with signaling that
gives priority to trains, creating gridlock on cross streets and backing up other traffic.
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From Concession To Congestion

Wide Streets large Blocks

City Block Sub Grid - Narrow Streets

Large Scale Development
City Block Sub Grid Abandoned
No through roads - Often Gated

Mobility Barriers: 1.25-mile Concession. North America was settled in farm grids of 1,000 acres
serviced by concession roads. Prior to 1950, these concessions were typically subdivided into
pedestrian-friendly city blocks. The advent of the car and large-scale development caused a fatal
attraction of inaccessible residential areas bordered by arterial roads.

Mobility Barriers: Complete Streets. Motivated to provide diversity, transit planners imagine that
people will happily herd themselves on to box cars running down the middle of the “Complete
Street.” These completely dangerous and congested streets provide ample opportunity for
accidents with the re-purposing of curbside parking lanes. Ironically, complete gridlock will keep
them safe!
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It’s the CO2—Stupid!
Our transportation energy use is a complex mix of commercial and personal vehicles. Our entire
economy is underlain by the mobility of these transportation modes. Improving mobility has the
dual advantage of increasing commerce and saving time.
The graphs show how closely energy and carbon dioxide emission correlate, but they are not the
same thing. Imagine a world where transportation is powered directly by the sun. Would we
think about mobility the same way? With fossil fuels, it is now mainly the CO2 we care about.
CO2 emissions correlate with resource depletion and externalized cost.
The real issues in transportation center on vehicle efficiency, vehicle right-sizing, capacity
utilization, flow efficiency, route efficiency, and proximity improvements. The value process
challenge is to improve transportation efficiency so that sustainable fuels can be substituted for
CO2 emitting fuels in order to get Green at No Cost.

Related Articles
For related articles, go to www.vermeulens.com or hyperlinked version available on Kindle and other devices.
The Transit Hoax by Richard Vermeulen
Main Street: Past, Present, and Future. By Richard Vermeulen
Freeways, the New Main Street! By Richard Vermeulen
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Mobility Barriers: US Transportation Energy Use 2008. The anti-car goal of eliminating cars and
trucks seems like an instant fix for global warming and urban sprawl. But, would we even consider
this if transportation energy was abundant and clean?
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The Barriers to Space
Dude – Where’s my Yard?
The diagrams imagine a compact city reducing travel up to 75 percent. This is misleading. “Most
studies which focused solely on increasing residential density found reductions in travel of 5
percent or less.”
Is this because we have a travel budget? Is there a nomad inside of us? At the turn of the
twentieth century, there were two visions of the city of the future: one vertical as extolled by Le
Corbusier and the other horizontal as reasoned by Wright. It turns out that Frank Lloyd Was
Right.
Chastened by the Great Depression and ebullient upon winning World War II, we unleashed a
great expansion in our economy accompanied by a sprawling expansion of our cities. The
popularity of decentralization comes from deep-rooted desires to live a better life.
These goals spur economic activity:
§
64 percent of North Americans want to live in a larger home than their current one
§
Only 17 to 23 percent of people want to live closer than they do to work, shopping,
entertainment, and restaurants
§
Only 7 to 9 percent want to live closer to “the city” or public transportation
§
82 percent prefer a single-family home in the suburbs. (Best Laid Plans)
Sprawl has become synonymous with environmental impact. Dense living environments are
conversely equated with low impact. If we measure the right things (Nimby Jack, Why Get
High?), we find that this is not only false but a trick.
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Space Barriers: Compact City. Increased density has become a planning goal since closer
proximity improves access by reducing distances. What is the cost of increased density? Do we
want it? Can we afford it? Does it make sense if gridlock is the result?

Decentralization - Change in core city and suburban populations, 1965 to present
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Space Barriers: Change in Core City and Suburban Population. Decentralization trends globally
indicate that North Americans are not alone in their desire for houses, yards, privacy, green space,
and the “American Dream.”
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Frank Lloyd Was Right
“What was the point of a skyscraper city? He asked. “Superspace making for rent to allow superlandlords to have and to hold the super-millions in super-concentration to make super-millions of
superfluous millions?” ~ (Wright 2009).
Wright argued that decentralization – in transportation, communication, technology – was the
preeminent modern trend. Instead of a vertical and concentrated city, he described…
“The horizontal line of the machine age indefinitely extended as the great architecture highway
and by the flat plane of the machine age expanded into the free acreage of the Broadacre City.”
Instead of bringing nature into the city, Wright envisioned “extending the city into the country.”
(Wright 2009).
What made Wright’s vision so dominant was the affordability of the technologies and the market
sentiment in favor of the…
“Shopping centers, office campuses, suburban department stores, service station convenience
stores, air travel, cars, RVs and roadside markets.” (Wright 2009).

Nimby Jack
To counter decentralization, municipalities have put growth management plans in effect. These
plans limit the supply of land available for people to live on. Rather than create more efficient
growth, it has led to the “I’m Alright Jack” enrichment of those who own land (developers and
homeowners) at the expense of those who need space to live. With nowhere to go, upward
mobility is cut off.
This is the oldest trick in the book. It is a negative-sum game that creates a thin layer of aristocracy
over an inert mass of peasants. In a changing world, societies such as this get left behind.
“Promotion of high-density development faces important obstacles. Land-use regulation is under
local control, and local concerns about congestion, taxes, and home values usually conflict with
energy security and climate change. As a result, the biggest opportunity for higher density is in
new areas or where there is already high-density development nearby.” ~ (David L. Greene.
Howard H. Baker 2011).
Growth limits create pressure to intensify development in pre-existing urban areas. The backlash
against redevelopment spurs a range of Not in My Back Yard (NIMBY) resistance due to crowding,
congestion, stressed infrastructure, increasing taxes, and so on. With their living environment in
peril, existing landowners are forced to fight or flee.
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Space Barriers: Broadacre City. The vision of horizontal, accessible, and affordable development
played out across North America as policies to encourage ownership continued.

d
ose who

Space Barriers: Nimby Jack. As owners become the majority, the marriage of Not In My Back Yard
resistance with I’m All Right, Jack exclusion created policies that deny people the right to own
space at the entry-level, which limits upward mobility, and costs the poor to the benefit of the
rich.
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Why Get High?
As incomes rise, structures become better built. With high rise, common amenities, parking, and
building grounds become available. High costs force people into close quarters with neighbors,
and less living space than would be affordable with lower-cost building types.
Intensification (as envisioned by Barton Myers et al.) was to take vacant urban sites and use them
for infill development. With a shortage of land and a slow approvals process, development
pressure targets sites occupied by underutilized but historic buildings. The character of entire
cities become at risk as redevelopment cannibalizes the old town environment.
“As New York’s population and infrastructure grew increasingly dense, the clamor for more open
space in the city intensified. By the 1850s, the system of small neighborhood squares was no
longer adequate for a growing city.” ~ (Unknown, THE GREATEST GRID #3 2012).
New York’s answer was a brilliant mix of transportation grids and parks that accommodated
density. Our current planning fallacy is to prescribe density and shirk the infrastructure and
public space requirements that go with it.
Apartments tend to arise when land costs in an urban area drive residential use up into the sky
and car parking down into the ground. The high-density urban form is a poor value choice for
buyers. Consequently, only a tiny fraction of the market is comprised of this building type.
It is a myth that a vast array of subsidies has created our suburban world. While mortgage
interest deductibility and low gas taxes create distortions, it is the choice, access, mobility, and
space advantages of the inclined plane that are the path of least resistance.
The challenge is to improve access and proximity without sacrificing space, and to maximize
space utilization, not necessarily density, or centralization.
Related Articles
For related articles, go to greenatnocost.com or hyperlinked version available on Kindle and other devices.
Environmental Protection and Urban Development Can Go Hand in Hand. By Richard Vermeulen
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Space Barriers: High Rise = High Cost. The prevailing myth is that high density urban spaces
preserve the environment by reducing sprawl. If this utopian image looks expensive, it’s because
it is. High-cost buildings, high-cost transportation (presumably since none is shown), and super
high-cost greenery. The landscaping on the “ground” sits on a mass of infrastructure. The plants
on the buildings are high-cost greenwashing extraordinaire!
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The Value Process in Action
Choice and Green Taxes
Choice and innovation combine to develop price-Competitive Renewable Energy. Pay at The
Pump taxes on non-renewable liquid fuels not only encourage the substitution of clean,
renewable energy but also are a strong source of funding for transportation infrastructure. The
public response to higher prices at the pump is to shift toward The Green Vehicle. This will cause
a decline in fuel tax revenue, which can be compensated with Mobile Cap and Trade revenue
streams and productivity growth.

Access Based Zoning
Zoning began with the desire to separate uses. After all, nobody wanted to live next to the
meatpacking plant! Now we consider form so that high rise is next to high-rise, low rise is next
to low rise. Use and form are good things to plan for, but access is our guide to optimizing
parking, streets, parks, and other uses. Access determines routes for pedestrians, bikes, cars,
transit, and freight. What frameworks maximize access both in terms of proximity of space and
choice of transportation mode? Let’s take a closer look at the access-based zoning of Old Towne
Main Street, The Industrial Zone, and The Institutional Green. First, we need the economic and
access gains when we Bury the Car.

Micro to Macro Mobility
Extending mobility to everyone in an urban area and incorporating all modes of transportation
from walking to biking to automobile and to transit multiplies economic advantage exponentially
and becomes macro mobility. Once we accept the interplay of Mobility and Prosperity, we can
optimize the relation of all our mobility modes through Redundant Grids. In addition, to freeway
and mass transit grids, the walkable grid, the bikeway grid, the through road grid, and the
rideshare grid provide choice to get to our spaces. Network redundancy facilitates the Even Flow
of traffic, 21st Century Transit, Fuel Efficiency, Vehicle Right-Sizing, Route Efficiency, and
Rideshare systems.

Space and the Cellular Form
Green Infrastructure creates the interstitial space of the Cellular Form. Scalable Frameworks
optimize the rural to urban transect to a walkable size. The linear park grid brings Nature In while
The Urban Forest replaces parking lots. People can choose how much green space they own, and
communities can provide access to the green space they share. Low-rise construction is
amenable to both Low-Low Prices, and Passive-Aggressive sources of free energy. Mid-rise
housing types are also inexpensive when they take advantage of Stick Built construction
methods. Basement Parking becomes the access base to both human and natural spaces above.
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The Value Process in Action - Choice and Green Taxes
“The only certainty is death and taxes.” Once again, economics surely is the miserable science.
However, we can replace that with choice and green taxes.
Everyone loves rags to riches stories, and I was intrigued to read The Rise of Brandenburg Prussia.
Underlying the usual military success stories were the administrative innovations that made the
military, business, infrastructure and political structure possible. Underlying this administration
were innovations in taxation that found fair and unifying ways of harnessing the efforts of diverse
groups such as the landed aristocracy, the trading townspeople, and the peasant masses.
While we may think that we have refined the art of taxation to an impeccable degree, there is
always room for improvement. In the case of green taxes, we have a long way to go before
perfection is achieved. Meanwhile, counterproductive taxes persist just because we are used to
them or because they are well hidden. Can you imagine anyone proposing to put a tax on jobs?
In North America, we discourage job formation with payroll taxes while we refuse to discourage
resource depletion with green taxes.
Green taxes target extractive, wasteful, unsustainable, unhealthy, risky, polluting, harmful,
unfair, short-term, and exploitative practices. Fostering the creation of alternatives, generating
choices, developing awareness, rewarding innovation, and compelling ethics are necessary
functions of community groups and government.
The taxman is not particularly fond of green taxes because a good green tax allows for the
propagation of tax avoidance through choice. The taxman’s loss becomes the environment’s
gain—choice and innovation put the green in green taxes.

Competitive Renewable Fuels
As new technologies propagate, they grow to an equilibrium state. As technologies mature and
are better understood, tax and regulatory mechanisms gradually mitigate or remove externalities
such as negative environmental impacts. Green taxes raise the price of a finite or harmful product
to the level of the next viable, sustainable alternative.
For example, placing a tax on pollution generating electricity allows clean generated sources of
electricity to compete. As the clean technologies improve, they will be able to undercut the floor
price and displace the old technology. Coal-generated power will soon be a thing of the past.
Which country became the world leader in reducing greenhouse gas emissions in 2008? The
USA! Did the USA implement massive government intervention to go green? No! The reduction
came through the price mechanism. Green taxes can give the price mechanism a push in the
right direction.
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Ranking Renewables

Value Process Choice: Competitive Renewable Energy. As renewable energy sources become
cheaper, and as finite sources of energy become more expensive, the global mix of energy sources
Renewable sources of energy are set to
changes as it grows (GW).
replace coal as the least cost generator
of electric power.

Value Process Choice: Available Solar Electric. Renewable power is growing fast, but what are
the constraints? Available capacity is about 100 times 2006 worldwide generation, plenty of room
considering world population is set to peak in the next century.
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Pay at the Pump
Once upon a time, in North America, a tax on gas paid for the highway systems that tied the
continent together.
Societies have shown they will willingly pay transportation taxes to fund investments in
transportation infrastructure. Historically, transportation infrastructure provides massive
benefits to society and increases standards of living through trade, commerce, travel, and
security.
A carbon price should at least cover the externalized cost of pollution, a large-scale energy
security apparatus, and the rapid drawdown of resources.
“Research by the, Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), has shown
a direct and positive relationship between carbon pricing and innovation, even at fairly low carbon
prices. We could eliminate our costly and often ineffective technology-specific subsidies that
require governments to pick worthwhile ventures.” ~ (Christopher Ragan 2011).
Current transportation fuel consumption for the US is about 150 billion gallons* per year. A 60
percent reduction in fuel consumption would reduce this total to 60 billion gallons
Savings through increased efficiency allows the adoption of price-competitive clean alternatives.
*The National Academy of Sciences 2014
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Tax and Gasoline Prices
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Taxes
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Value Process Choice: Tax and Gasoline Prices. Government subsidies are terrible at picking
winners, losers are terrific at picking governments. Green taxes on gas pay for infrastructure,
suppress consumption, and encourage innovation in alternatives. The right level of green tax
allows viable alternatives to compete.
Renewable Fuel Standard Requirements through 2022
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us to keep conventional carbon-based fuels in the ground until we need them.
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The Green Vehicle
Science fiction fantasies usually don’t show a future with us herding into railcars. Normally future
us jump into a bubble and zip into full 3D mobility.
These green vehicles will run on sustainable fuels. Savings will allow consumers to choose fuelefficient vehicles while improving technology will bring the price of sustainable fuels and cars
down in the long term. With green taxes focusing on unsustainable products like fossil fuels,
choice will allow consumers to pick from a range of mobility options.
With the advancement of battery technology, ultra-light vehicles will be able to share attributes
that make cars so popular. Heavier vehicles may target biodiesel.
“The limiting factor to the cost-effectiveness of EVs is the price of batteries. Today batteries are
around $700 per kW, but they need to come down to $300 per kW to be able to compete with
conventional vehicles.” ~ (National Renewable Energy Laboratory A. Brooker, M. Thornton, and
J. Rugh NREL 2010).
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Value Process Choice: One for the Road. Green vehicles give people choice-based clean
alternatives that run on existing infrastructure.
Ride Into a Cleaner Future

Ride Into a Cleaner Future

Value Process Choice: One for the Path.

Value Process Choice: One for the Freeway.
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Mobile Cap and Trade
Choice and green taxes take aim at one of our most aggravating afflictions—congestion. In
Canada, the total transit subsidy in 2005 was $2.5 billion or $100 per person. Mobile Cap and
Trade uses information and communication technologies that eliminate transit subsidies and
congestion.
“Once the (congestion) tolls kicked in, things really began to change. People left sooner, took
different routes, took buses, and “collapsed” trips into shorter bundles. How much did the
charging affect driving? The total “tours,” as they are called in transportation-planning lingo,
dropped by 13 percent. That may not seem like much, but in the world of bottlenecks, small
changes can have big effects (a 5 percent drop in traffic can increase speeds by 50 percent, even
if that means going from 5 to 10 miles per hour).” ~ (Vanderbilt, Traffic: Why We Drive the Way
We Do (and What It Says About Us) 2008).
Mobile Cap and Trade creates a productivity benefit to the economy as drivers trade with transit
riders. Mobile apps will allow drivers to pay for uncongested routes. These payments go to riders
who could then travel for free, or even get paid! The benefit to the economy is that both riders
and drivers save time and money.
“The average Parisian spends 4 years of his life looking for a parking spot.” ~ (Elfrink 2013) (Frost-sullivan 2013).
Smart parking is another job for Mobile Cap and Trade. “Sixteen studies conducted between 1927
and 2001 found that, on average, 30 percent of the cars in congested downtown traffic were
cruising for parking.” ~ (Shoup 2011).
Communication technologies can identify available spots. Price mechanisms would improve
access to parking and fund parking infrastructure investment directly.

The Value Process and Choice: Related Articles
What are Green Taxes? By Richard Vermeulen
Relieving Traffic Congestion in Your City. By Richard Vermeulen
Subsidizing Transit: Everyone Wins. Mobile Cap and Trade. By Richard Vermeulen
The Efficiency Paradox. By Richard Vermeulen
Comparing Gas to Electric Cars. By Richard Vermeulen
21st Century Transit in the Park City Model
Renewables Becoming Competitive with Conventional Power
Hot Lanes. The 407 in Toronto is the world’s first open-access electronic toll road
Ten Trillion Empty Seats
2050: Energy Use in the Future. By Richard Vermeulen
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Value Process Choice: Mobile Cap and Trade. Mobile technologies introduce tolls as congestion
hits road capacity. At this “cap,” the tolls are “traded” to riders in shared vehicles. Market-based
transit increases savings in time for drivers, and in money for riders.
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The Value Process in Action - Access Based Zoning
Access-based zoning creates a hierarchy of infrastructure for different forms of mobility:
§
§
§
§

Pedestrians at sidewalks and pathways;
Ultra-light vehicles at bikeways, local streets, and through roads;
Light vehicles and transit at through roads, parkways, freeways, and main streets
Heavy vehicles at arterial roads and freeways

This hierarchy allows for multiple redundancies at the lowest cost, with the fewest publicly
provided and administered thoroughfares. The “roads to nowhere” of current zoning practice go
from over 80 percent of total roads to about 50 percent in access-based models.
Ideally, we should have it both ways. Most of our daily requirements should be available within
walking distance. The rest of our daily requirements should be available within riding distance.
Owning a car then becomes a “nice to have,” not a necessity.
Until recently, the age-old main street was the backbone to our commercial districts. With the
advent of the car, the shopping mall created “destination retail” where people had to get out of
their cars and enter a big box.
This mode of development is a combination of obsolete planning rules, a poor understanding of
construction economics, poorly shared space resources, and poor information systems.
Due to sheer volume, freeways have become the new main streets. Industrial zones and outlet
malls are situated adjacent to these freeways for visibility and ease of access.
Similarly, our institutional spaces require excellent access, but unlike workspaces, institutional
spaces have large green space requirements.

Bury the Car
There is a great nostalgia for a world without cars. What if the only cars we ever saw were
horseless (or even driverless) carriages rolling quietly down the street? Surprisingly, there is a
strong economic case to put the car out of sight and out of mind.
At about 5,000 people per square mile, urban cost/benefits start to favor burying the car. At this
density, and as land prices rise, the break-even point for shared basement parking is passed.
One-level basement parking is the cheapest form of structured parking and provides covered
access within a few feet of destinations.
Basement parking makes sense for most building types. Shared parking encourages mixed-use,
so offices, apartments, retail, and institutional uses are placed proximate to each other. Plus,
they share parking resources, and cut down on extra trips to disparate land uses.
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Value Process Access: Bury the Car. It is hard to beat the access advantage of being 20 feet from
a front door with a curbside parking spot. Unless you prefer being 10 feet away by parking under
your destination.
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Old Towne Main Street
You don’t have to go far to find a depressed downtown strip with tired old buildings, vacant lots,
and marginal businesses.
Meanwhile, out on the strip, business is booming.
But in those quaint and touristy spots, everything is inverted. The interesting boutiques on main
street are thriving and the franchises are tawdry.
What’s up with that? Well... It's access we’re talking about here.
The dying old commercial areas don’t have it, the miracle miles sort of have it, and the happening
locations have it big time.
“Perhaps the most anti-pedestrian feature of contemporary retail practice is the front parking lot.
Most stores thrive only when fronted by complete streets containing both pedestrians and slowmoving cars.” ~ (Duany, Suburban Nation: The Rise of Sprawl and the Decline of the American
Dream 2010).
The side parking lot that puts too much space between buildings is a close second in antipedestrian access.
Retail businesses gravitate to high visibility and high-volume traffic areas. This has always been
the case with main streets. Office districts also congregate as hubs of economic activity.
Access-based zoning diverts through traffic away from the main street and refocuses the main
street to mixed-use. The main street provides local traffic to facilitate work, shopping, school,
events, socializing, etc.
As with basement parking, high utilization of curbside parking is achieved with access-based
zoning. Curbside uses would generally be limited to short-term stays.
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Value Process Access: Old Towne Main Street. Pedestrians, personal vehicles, and transit all have
great access to a huge variety of businesses, services, recreation, and social spaces along the tried
and true Main Street.

Value Process Access: Mixed Use. In addition to linear access along the Main Street, a vertical
separation of uses provides access from parking and utility spaces below, pedestrian and vehicular
social spaces beside, and stair or elevator live/workspaces above.
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The Industrial Zone
Life without the miracle mile, how can that be? People like that familiar cup of Joe and need to
know what they are getting when they pull off the freeway for a pit stop. Meanwhile, big box
retail needs super-sized access for both people and freight. Heavy industry also requires heavy
freight access. There should even be a spot for the meatpacking plant!
“There is nothing new in history… only arrangement.” (Durant 2010).
Instead of stringing the miracle mile out and wiping out Old Town Main Street, the freeway buffer
and industrial zone can provide this space.
Access-based zoning places heavy industry and heavy trucking adjacent to freeways away from
uses such as residential and light commercial. Other uses abhor the intrusion of heavy traffic and
heavy industry. Heavy industry benefits by being close to major transportation routes as well as
having a ready supply of land close to their labor pool and customers.
The intersections of arterial roads and freeways can house crossover big box retail.
A buffer zone for temporary use is placed immediately adjacent to the freeway to reduce noise
and to catch pollution. This allows easy expansion of freeways if growth causes overloading of
the road and transit grid. This buffer zone can also accommodate green space, trailer parks or
any movable use.
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Value Process Access: The Industrial Zone. Heavy freight access can end at the edges of our living
spaces along freeways, providing a buffer available for expansion.
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The Institutional Green
What happened to the days when parents would kick the kids out of the house and tell them
they don’t want to see them until dinner?
Aside from having kids to spare, the parents of my generation didn’t have to fit everyone into a
car and chauffeur their precious charges to one organized event after another. In those days,
there was less traffic and far less congestion, making it safe to ride bikes on the streets.
Neighborhoods were quiet and friends were next door.
“Elementary schools must be within a mile of most dwellings, and high schools not much further.
When placed in neighborhoods, these facilities can double as after-hours community and
recreation centers.” ~ (Duany, The Smart Growth Manual 2009).
A significant increase in student health and decrease in rush-hour traffic would occur if safe walkable and ride-able routes are established from our homes to our institutional spaces.
Again, we are talking about access. Access-based institutional uses occur at the intersection of
main streets and green infrastructure.
Access to main street allows for drop-offs, transit, and easy walking distances to social uses.
Access to green infrastructure allows for transportation, recreation, and park access. Parking
would be under the building and shared with adjacent uses. Since institutional uses frequently
occur at off-peak hours, a high degree of parking utilization can be achieved.
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Value Process Access: The Institutional Green. Pedestrian and bicycle access are priorities for
institutional spaces, mostly schools and community buildings. We still drive to these spaces, so
frontage on Main Street helps.
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Proximity Savings
The model improves proximity by arranging;
- employment and mixed uses along main streets
- heavy industry and truck service along freeways
- big box destinations at main street/freeway nodes
- institutional uses at linear park/main street nodes
- recreation along linear parks
- high-density residential along main streets
- parking curbside or in basements
- increased density without loss of green space
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Value Process Access: Proximity. Proximity aids access only if mobility, affordability, and space
are not compromised.
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The Value Process in Action: Micro to Macro Mobility
Placing our spaces in easily accessible locations is one thing, getting to them is another. We have
discussed the fallacy of planning for congestion, so how do we plan for mobility?
Micro mobility is well understood. Whether one lives close to a freeway ramp or a rail terminal,
the advantage of that mobility is a major economic factor. Extending that mobility to everyone
in an urban area and incorporating all modes of transportation from walking to biking to
automobile and to transit multiplies that advantage exponentially and becomes macro mobility.
Instead of worsening auto-mobility, we seek to enhance it. Instead of limited transit mobility,
we create it everywhere. Micro to Macro Mobility provides multiple and redundant
transportation grids interlaced in interstitial spaces creating the cellular form.
Why mobility? Can’t we all just relax and sit on the porch? If we all just relaxed, the planet would
be so much better off. This is a good argument for a tropical oasis, but North Americans just
don’t fit into this nostalgic ideal.

Mobility and Prosperity
“While studying employment dynamics in twenty-two, French cities, researchers discovered that
speed matters a lot. A worker may live in a vast city with many job opportunities, but if it’s hard
to get around, his pool of opportunity shrinks. They discovered that prosperity increases when
the number of jobs a worker can access in a fixed amount of time increases (they used 30
minutes). Increasing average travel speeds by just 10 percent boosted a city’s productivity by 3
percent and expanded the labor market by 15 percent. And the expanded market helps businesses
too. They gain access to more customers and are better able to match the right employee with
the right job.” ~ (Downs 1992).
“Prosperity in America has always been related to mobility and poor people work hard for access
to opportunities. For both the rural and inner-city poor, access means being able to reach the
prosperous suburbs of our booming metropolitan economies, and mobility means having the
private automobile necessary for the trip.” ~ (Hughes 1999).

Redundant Grids
Traffic congestion is one of the top causes of unhappiness—why should this be so? Shouldn't we
just accept it as a part of life and slowly move on?
Underlying the hatred of congestion is the feeling of being trapped. When people misbehave,
we take away their freedom of movement. We call it prison. So, there must be a basic instinct
at work. System redundancy is our “get of jail free” card. Not only do we have multiple routes,
we also have multiple modes. Is your car in the shop? Take a bus. Nice day for the beach? Ride
your bike there. Accident on the freeway? Take the parkway.
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Value Process Mobility: Redundant Grids. Choice of mode, and choice of route, are the basis for
redundant grids. Walk and bike grids are almost free and available to all. Street grids are paid for
by property owners. Through road and rideshare grids are candidates for mobile cap and trade.
Freeways are traditionally user pay through tolls and fuel taxes.
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Main streets, parkways, through roads, bikeways—not to mention freeways and mass transit—
all become options on the grid-based transportation hierarchy.
“Homes within a walk-able mile of common daily shopping and social destinations command
from $4,000 to $34,000 more than similar homes in more car-centric communities.” ~ (Joe
Cortright 2009) (CEO's for Cities 2009).
The Walkable Grid
Instead of being transported to a walkable environment, the walkable grid means you always are
in it. Macro mobility grids decrease maximum walking distance to 220 yards (200m) to through
road transit and 550 yards (500m) to Main Street or Parkway Rideshare.
The concept of a walkable grid is fundamental to any sustainable transit system. Walkability
establishes a 1-kilometer (0.6 miles) transit grid since it must be reasonable to walk from a transit
drop-off to a destination. If either the transit time or walk time is too long, then the transit
system fails.
The Bikeway Grid
The bikeway grid (purple dash) provides for very low capital cost bikes and ultra-light vehicles. A
safe bike path system opens huge economic and social possibilities for young people. The
through-road grid also has space in the boulevard for dedicated bike paths.
The Through Road Grid
The through-road grid (orange) extends beyond each concession block and is free of stops within
each concession. Through roads are planned with right of way to allow expansion to four lanes
of traffic with curb lanes and center turning lanes as required. Houses do not front on through
roads in rapidly expanding areas in order to avoid the conflict of high traffic volume and
residential family use.
The Main Street Grid
The main street grid (blue) would be re-cast from its current role as arterial road and commercial
strip. Main streets would have right of way to allow calm traffic with curb lanes. Main street
center boulevards allow elevated transit for high-density urban cores.
The Rideshare Grid
The rideshare grid (purple) is designed for moving people—heavy truck traffic is restricted to
freeway and industrial zones. Rideshare would have hubs for pickup and drop-off at interchanges
spaced less than a 10-minute walk apart. Rideshare can be two lanes with traffic circles or four
lanes with bridges depending on volume.
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Value Process Mobility: Concession Grid Overlay.

Value Process Mobility: Through Road Grid. The through-road grid is a broad network of surface
roads designed to minimize stop-and-go traffic.
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Even Flow
“What’s with all the stop signs… are we in Canada?” (Modern Family)
Even flow saves time, reduces congestion, eliminates stop and go, quiets noise, increases safety,
cuts cost, and saves energy.
“In Roundabouts, which are free of signals, traffic entering must yield to those already in the
circle. In addition to being more efficient, roundabouts are also much safer (and cheaper) than a
conventional intersection with traffic lights.” ~ (Vanderbilt, Traffic - Why we Drive the way we do
2008).
Bridges employ modern technology that has reduced the cost of interchanges significantly.
Precast, pre-stressed I-beams:
§
§
§
§
§

span a great range of distances
transport and install readily
have superior quality control due to factory fabrication
can be demolished and replaced easily
can be built any time of year

One-way Streets are “able to carry up to 50 percent more traffic. Drivers don’t have to stop as
often on one-way streets, and this allows them greater ability to travel at continuous speeds.
Having fewer stops makes it easier to coordinate traffic signals, and this increases the one-way
streets’ ability to maintain free-flowing conditions. One-way streets also reduce turn delays…” ~
(Staley 2006).
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Value Process Mobility: Roundabouts. Roundabouts save time and energy and reduce serious
accidents.

fabrication

ces

Value Process Mobility: Bridges. Bridges eliminate stop-and-go traffic and foster limited access
use.
Park City - One-Way Streets

e of year

One-way streets had 10-20% lower accident rates than when previously two-way

olished and replaced easily
be completed in just 8 Days

Pedestrian accidents plummeted by 30-60%
One-way operation permits much better traffic signal progression for smoother traffic flow
Less stop-and-go driving. Less fuel is consumed and there is less air pollution
One-way signalized operation also tends to cluster traffic into "platoons" with wide gaps

between
them . This makes
much safer and fasterFederal
for cross street
traffic, bicycles,
and
Information Source: U.S.
Department
of itTransportation
Highway
Administration
pedestrians to cross major streets

One-way streets move more traffic per lane than two-way streets cities with
one-way systems need to devote less space to roadways

Value Process Mobility: One-Way streets. One-way streets allow 50% more traffic, reduce stop
FHWA - Federal Highway Administration (USDOT)
1) "National accidents
Highway Safety Needs Study,
Appendix A", Research
Triangle Institute, March 1976 (DOT-HS-5-01069).
and go, and have fewer
through
simplicity.
2) "One-Way Streets and Reversible Lanes", Synthesis of Safety Research Related to Traffic Control and Roadway Elements, Volume I, Research Triangle Institute, March 1976 (FHWA-TS-82-232), December 1982.
3) Oregon State Highway Department, "A Study of One-Way Routings on Urban Highways in Oregon", Technical Report #59-4, April 1959.
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4) Dr. Charles Zegeer, University of North Carolina, "Pedestrians and Traffic-Control Measures", National Cooperative Highway Research Program, Synthesis of Practice, #139, November 1988.
5) Peter A. Mayer, Chapter 10, "One-Way Streets", Traffic Control and Roadway Elements, Their Relationship to Highway Safety, Highway Users Federation for Safety and Mobility, 1971.
6) Dr. Charles Zegeer, University of North Carolina, "Engineering and Physical Measures to Improve Pedestrian Safety", from 1988 WALK ALERT Program Guide, National Pedestrian Safety Program.

7) City of Denver, "One-Way Street Monitoring Study, Phase 1 Conversion Report", January 1990. (The seven streets were Grant, Logan, Washington, Emerson, Downing, Marion, & Ogden Streets. Data on accident rates is fro
8) City of Lubbock, "Main and 10th Street Accident Analysis, Before/After Study", 1998.

Noise and Safety
Noise levels reduce on even flow parkways and through roads. There would be no heavy vehicles.
Stop and go traffic creates noise from accelerating engines and braking.
Safety improvements come with taking vehicle miles off main streets. Those trying to make time
on main streets dodging traffic, speeding through intersections, endangering pedestrians and
cyclists and so on, would now be able to make time on rideshare parkways where speed limits
would be easy to enforce. Bus transit is also safer. A congestion-managed parkway with a mix of
autos and minibuses would have significantly improved safety.

The Network. By Richard Vermeulen
Proximity Improvements. By Richard Vermeulen
Proximity Improvements - Big Box Stores Go Urban. By Richard Vermeulen
Bus Rapid Transit better than Rail? By Richard Vermeulen
Making the Grade - Roadway Grading. By Richard Vermeulen
One-Way Streets safer than Two-Way Street
Accessibility, Economic Activity, and Diversity. By Richard Vermeulen
Pedestrian Safety. By Richard Vermeulen
Hot Lanes. The 407 in Toronto is the world’s first open-access electronic toll road. By richer Vermeulen
Ten Trillion Empty Seats. By Richard Vermeulen
Ken Greenberg’s “Walking Home.” By Richard Vermeulen
Reintroducing the Neighborhood School and Walkable Grid. By Richard Vermeulen
The Bikeway Grid. By Richard Vermeulen
The Walkable Grid. By Richard Vermeulen
Even Flow is the “Century of the City.” By Richard Vermeulen
Looking to Levittown, Pennsylvania: One of the Original Parkway Cities. By Richard Vermeulen
21st Century Transit. By Richard Vermeulen
Compact Interchanges. By Richard Vermeulen
The Network in Canada and the USA - How? And why is this not smart growth? By Richard Vermeulen
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Value Process Mobility: Parkways. Parkways restricted to light vehicles, provide a virtual subway
system at a fraction of the cost of traditional subways. Open subways reduce noise and allow
cheap overpasses.
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Value Process Mobility: Safety and Transportation Improvement. Implementing roundabouts,
bikeways, walk paths, bridges, separate uses, one-way streets and reduce the causes of bad
driving behavior. Safety and savings are greatly increased.

Fuel Efficiency
The trick with fuel efficiency, as always, is to find the balance between first cost and life cycle
cost. While super high-efficiency motors are available, they are not affordable nor necessarily
practical. Spark ignition engines (SIE) will continue to power mainstream vehicles for the
foreseeable future due to fuel efficiency improvements achieved at low cost.
The average efficiency of the Light Duty Vehicle (LDV) fleet is 26 mpg. With proven existing
technologies, by 2035, mid-size vehicles could attain 50 mpg, hybrid LDV’s 75 mpg. Biofuels
already form a proportion of liquid fuel supply given a moderate level of green tax on dirty fuels.
The graph opposite shows total vehicle and fuel costs of $30,000 as the price to beat using $2.50
per gallon of gasoline. At $5 per gallon, hybrid electric vehicles (HEV, EHEV) start to save cost
versus conventional vehicles (CV) over 20,000 miles of use (at 50 miles per gallon).
Trucking and air transportation are projected to improve in efficiency 20-30 percent by 2050.
Therefore, savings are 30% from light vehicles, 5% from trucking, and 3% from air.

Vehicle Right-Sizing
With a transportation network of overlaying and redundant grids, a range of lighter and smaller
vehicles become practical, and safe. By 2035, a 2000-pound mid-size car could instead be a blend
of lighter vehicles averaging 1400 pounds (20% more fuel-efficient than the 2000-pound vehicle).
Instead of an arms race of gas-guzzlers, a war on empty seats breaks out.
Through roads and parkways provide the bulk of light vehicle miles while avoiding heavy freight
freeway traffic and high speeds. Bikeways and bike paths avoid mixing with light duty and freight
traffic.
Local trips comprise 40% of miles driven. 25% of vehicle miles are short radius trips under a 2mile radius. Some cities, such as Copenhagen, have a high rate of bike use. However, this might
just be a result of enforced poverty. In other words, lack of choice drives people onto bikes.
An extensive bikeway grid in a linear park network could entice 20% of short radius miles traveled
toward very low-cost ultra-light vehicles. For simplicity, the negligible energy consumption of an
electric bike has been used in the calculation.
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Vehicle Type and Fuel Cost

Value Process Mobility: Car + Fuel Cost. Hybrid vehicles strike a balance between lower first cost
and lower fuel cost over the life of the vehicle.

Information Source: National Renewable Energy Laboratory. Technology Improvement Pathways to CostEffective Vehicle Electrification A. Brooker, M. Thornton, and J. Rugh NREL

Value Process Mobility: Superlight Cars. Advanced materials continue to make vehicles lighter.
Superlight car bodies could weigh under 500lbs. Ultralight vehicles suitable for bikeways could
weigh under 100lbs.
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Traffic Flow Savings
Who likes stop-and-go traffic? We pay for the traffic lights, we pay for the extra time spent, we
pay for the wear and tear, and we pay for the fuel.
Maximum fuel efficiency occurs at speeds under 60 miles per hour due to the exponential
increase in air friction and other resistance. A blend of bikeway, rideshare parkway, through
road, and freeway grids would result in 20% reduced fuel consumption without the stop and go
of cross-traffic and congestion. Limited access parkways and bikeways control speeds and calm
traffic. Say goodbye to road rage!
The bikeway has even flow rates up to 20 miles per hour. The parkway has even flow rates around
45 miles per hour. The freeway has even flow rates around 65 miles per hour.
§

65% LOCAL AND SHORT RADIUS TRIP MILES x 20% EVEN FLOW SAVINGS x 60% LDV SHARE
OF TOTAL TRANSPORTATION = 8% LIGHT VEHICLE TRAFFIC FLOW SAVINGS

With heavy freight destinations adjacent to freeways, traffic flow improves for both trucks that
do not take stop-and-go routes, and other traffic not delayed by trucks.
§

5% EVEN FLOW TRUCKING SAVINGS x 15% TRUCKING SHARE OF TOTAL TRANSPORTATION =
1% TRUCKING TRAFFIC FLOW SAVINGS

Route Efficiency
How far out of your way do you typically go in order to get on the route that gets you there the
quickest? Thanks to mobile apps, we can now answer that question more precisely every day.
Local trips involve over 10% additional travel to main streets up to 0.6 miles away. Freeway trips
involve over 10% additional travel to freeways up to 3 miles away. Direct routes and multiple
grids eliminate most of the additional travel to preferred routes.
In our macro mobile model, rideshare parkways and through roads take most of the traffic.
Through roads are immediately adjacent to residences. Parkways and bikeways are less than 0.6
miles away.
§

(40% LOCAL MILES + 25% FREEWAY MILES) x 10% ROUTE EFFICIENCY SAVINGS x 60% LDV
SHARE OF TOTAL TRANSPORTATION = 4% ROUTE EFFICIENCY SAVINGS
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Route Effiiency
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Value Process Mobility: Useful Paving. In existing subdivisions, over 80 percent of traffic travels
on arterial roads (16 percent of road area). Local roads do not connect regionally (8 percent of
In existing
over
80 percent
trafficserve
travels
on the with little
In our
new subdivision,
parkways and main stre
road
area).subdivisions,
Local streets
(76%
of roadofarea)
housing
connectivity.
Redundant
arterial road or Main Street (16% of road area). Local through
percent of the traffic (32% of road area). Throu
grids that connect regionally comprise over 50 percent road surface in a comparable suburban
roads do not provide a good alternative to main streets as they get
area) could also take a large percentage of traff
configuration
(below).
lost in mazes and
do not connect reliably (about 8% of road area).
alternative to main streets for short trips. Loca
The remaining 76 percent are local streets. In the existing case, 15
percent of the total area is street surface.

of road area), while they avoid maze like patter
traffic beyond local use. In the parkway model,
area is street surface.
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Rideshare Transit Savings
Transit, with its origins in the 19th century, is about herding people into controlled pools and
patterns of movement on infrastructure dedicated to this purpose – a central planning dream.
The 20th century brought us back to independence of movement and random travel patterns.
“Instead of clinging to the belief that all jobs were downtown, (planners) accepted that people
need to access jobs in all kinds of places throughout a metro area. Before we try to change the
built environment, we need to make sure transit takes riders where they need to go.” ~
(Thompson 2012 ).
“For low-income users, a voucher system could be employed which would enhance mobility for
transit-dependent low-income users.” ~ (O'Toole 2007).
Our biggest pool of liquid fuel - over 10 trillion empty seat miles traveled in North America each
year. With an average occupancy of 1.6 persons per vehicle, the average vehicle has over 2.4
empty seats per trip. Work trips comprise 28 percent of vehicle miles traveled with occupancy
of 1.1 persons per vehicle.
Right-sizing transit vehicles, communicating with mobile devices, and repurposing existing
infrastructure takes us into the 21st century. 65% of vehicle miles range within forty miles.
Rideshare transit targets these local trips as well as intercity trips.
Door-to-door service is provided by highly responsive mobile communication technology.
Rideshare miles traveled would increase in higher-density cities as congestion management
systems draw people away from single-occupancy vehicles.
A 5-occupant minibus yields a 60% fuel consumption reduction per passenger compared to a 1.1
occupant compact vehicle. Similarly, a 2.5 occupant utility vehicle rideshare yields a 50% fuel
consumption reduction compared to a 1.1 occupant compact vehicle.
§

16% LDV MILES BECOME RIDESHARE x 50% FUEL SAVINGS x 60% LDV SHARE OF TOTAL
TRANSPORTATION = 5% RIDESHARE SAVING

Soccer mom’s aside, it is not always convenient to chauffeur friends and family. Plus, our miles
are doubled every time we make a “there and back” trip. 5 to 10% of vehicle miles traveled are
chauffeured and could be replaced by ultra-light vehicles or rideshare.
§

7.5% CHAUFFEURED MILE SHARE x 50% FUEL SAVINGS x 60% LDV SHARE OF TOTAL
TRANSPORTATION = 2% RIDESHARE SAVING
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Value Process Mobility: Rideshare Transit. The biggest source of energy is the empty seats on
North American roads. Work trips, which comprise 28 percent of vehicle miles traveled, average
1.1 occupants per vehicle. Total average occupancy is only 1.6 per vehicle. Doubling these
occupancy rates for one-third of miles traveled could save 10 percent of transportation energy
use and much more in terms of time and parking infrastructure.
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The Value Process in Action: Space and the Cellular Form
We love and need our spaces both as individuals and as communities. The drive to improve our
spaces is a major part of our economy. People are prepared to work hard to achieve higher living
standards. Regulated limits reduce both living standards and employment. We need to focus on
taxing the negative external impacts of our choices rather than limiting the choices themselves.
Nature serves up the interstitial zones of an urban cellular structure. Green spaces form buffer
zones, swing space, transportation grids, and ecological corridors. Living spaces reach out into
the country while rivers of nature infiltrate the city. Mobility is everywhere between and through
the cellular form. Access spaces underlie and abut our built spaces.
Once unsustainable practices are minimized, space can be optimized for use and efficiency.
Crowded spaces are inefficient because they require more energy to continually move a surplus
of things around. Swing space and lay-down space allow energy reduction in both labor and
material. The cellular form creates this space at all levels within rooms, homes, offices,
playgrounds, neighborhoods, communities, and cities.
Making land available to individuals avoids the cannibalizing of old neighborhoods. These old
neighborhoods are being “gentrified” with monster homes solely because they have lots
unavailable in the housing tracts of new developments.

The Cellular Home
At the individual property scale, green space forms the buffer zones that create privacy and
provide passive energy sources for our buildings. Progress has brought the cost of homes down
to the point where all can gain this basic economic foothold, as Wright foresaw. While custom
homes are out of reach for the entry-level buyer, prefabs are more affordable than ever and
range from common trailers to customizable catalog homes.
In 2004, a study carried out in Columbus, Ohio asked twelve hundred homeowners a series of
questions about hypothetical housing preferences such as neighborhood layout (conventional
versus neo-traditional), density, and the influence of parks and open space. The researchers
analyzed people’s preferences in the context of randomized combinations of potential
neighborhood characteristics.
“Despite the popularity of neo-traditional projects among planners and urban designers, our
survey results indicate less interest on the part of the home-owning public,” the authors
concluded. “In general, and all else being equal, people prefer low density. We found that the
mean respondent would choose the higher density neighborhood under a range of plausible
conditions. These conditions include the presence of a park, shorter commuting time, and the
adjacency of land in permanent agriculture.” ~ (Rybczynski 2008).
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Privacy Creates Defensible Space

Value Process Space: The Cellular Home. 90 percent of houses in the United States are detached.
Advantages include light and air from all sides, visual and noise privacy, less danger from fire,
access to front and back yards, and significantly increased value for the same cost.

Privacy Creates Defensible Space

Value Process: Home Scale. At the home scale, green spaces form the boulevards, walks, and
yards that create definition, legibility, informal surveillance, and character.
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“Ninety percent of single-family houses in the United States are detached (in cities, the proportion
is only slightly lower). The advantages of detached houses are many: light and air from all sides;
greater acoustic and visual privacy; less danger from fire from neighboring buildings; and being
able to pass from the front yard to the back yard without going through the interior. Typically,
buyers will pay a 10 to 15 percent premium for a detached house over a row house, even if the
floor areas are identical.” ~ (Rybczynski 2008).
“Housing has always been governed by a simple rule: as people become richer, they spend more
on their homes. Historically, this meant using more expensive materials — varnished mahogany
instead of painted pine, or adding technological refinements, such as indoor plumbing or central
heating. In addition, spending more money has usually meant making a home bigger. This
happened in Renaissance Italy, seventeenth-century Holland, and nineteenth-century England. It
also happened in the prosperous second half of the twentieth century in the United States. Some
statistics: In 1950, the median size of a new house was 800 square feet; by 1970, this had
increased to 1,300 sf; twenty years later, it had grown to 1,900 sf. More than a third of new
houses today exceed 2,400 square feet.” ~. (Rybczynski 2008).

The Cellular Neighborhood
Neighborhoods are defined by good walking proximity, character, and community. Fortunately,
the 1.25-mile concession grid that works for the farm can be configured with the full range of
densities and land uses for the city. A network of linear parks at walk-able intervals create a rural
to urban transect that occurs every kilometer (0.6 miles) or so.
“The transect is a concept drawn from ecology. It is a progression through a sequence of habitats,
such as from wetland, to upland, to foothill. The rural to urban transect extends this classification
system to include a sequence of human habitats of increasing density and complexity, from the
rural hinterland to the urban core.” ~ (Duany, The Smart Growth Manual 2009).
Survivalist T1 Transect: Half acre and one acre lots are typical. Lanes provide access to homes.
Swales provide surface storm drainage. Common water and power services are optional.
Towne and Country T2 Transect: One-third to half-acre lots are typical. Swales provide surface
storm drainage. Common water, sewer and power services are required.
Suburban T3 Transect: One quarter to one-third acre, lots are typical. Basements and semidetached housing propagate.
Urban T4 Transect: A mix of detached and semi-detached homes is typical.
City T5 and Core T6 Transects
Townhomes and apartments dominate. Institutional uses combine with park space. Few
detached dwellings. High-rise buildings occur at city centers.
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The Park City Grid In Your City
2000 People /sq.m

26,000 People /sq. m

Information Souce: Center For Applied Transect Studies. Duany Plater-Zyberk & Company. http://transect.org/rural_img.html
Value Process Space: The Cellular
Neighborhood. Neighborhoods are based on good walking
proximity, character, and community. A cellular form is created by a green periphery that
transitions to gathering spaces towards its nucleus.
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The Cellular Region
As density increases, parking moves into basement spaces and provides access to our buildings
and grounds. Green roofs and basement parking become economical at various density tipping
points.
People can choose how much natural space they own, and communities can provide access to
the natural space they share.
Interspersed with higher ground, meandering river bottoms create interesting drives as well as
beautiful parkland. Water features are natural playgrounds; people seek to use them daily.
Residential areas with ravine access are highly prized.
At a regional scale, green belts merge with the linear park grid to preserve large-scale features.
Rural areas intersperse with urban areas readily since the parkway grid functions at any level of
density. An integrated green belt combined with a linear park system throughout a metropolitan
area makes green resources accessible to city dwellers.
Nature, food, water, and leisure spaces are all brought into our living environment. We are not
locked into a sprawling low-density suburban form, or an isolated rural setting, or a high-density
urban mass. The linear park grid works with all.
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Value Process Space: Eco Corridors. As with organisms, as home and neighborhood cells
agglomerate, their functions specialize and coordinate. The linear park networks of
neighborhoods scale up to become the green belts, freeway/industrial zones, and conservancies
of the cellular region.
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Nature In
Green resource preservation sets aside flood plains and woodlots. This works well for the biology
that moves along the eco-corridors and for the people who access these spaces and become
mobile throughout a region.
Any city can choose to maintain those geographic features that are unique and worthy to their
character and place, such as;
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§

wetlands and stormwater retention buffers
floodways and flood plains
aquifer and recharge areas
woodlands, and urban forests
productive farmland
significant wildlife habitats, and ecological corridors
historic features
moderate and steep slopes
scenic views

The common theme in the checklist is the desirability of these spaces to most people. When we
save these important resources, we also save serious money. If we allow individuals to build on
these spaces, we add the cost of building to the cost of losing the resources and the cost of fixing
a list of age-old disasters.
The biblical fool who built on the sand had plenty of cousins. In the list above, I count three
stooges who built on the water. One dummy chopped down his source of shelter and fuel. The
village idiot paved over his source of food, and another obliterated biodiversity. One dope razed
the ancestral home. The last two fools ended up on the hill.
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Value Process Space: Green Infrastructure. Wetlands, flood plains, aquifer recharge areas,
woodlands, high-quality farmland, wildlife habitats, historical features, steep slopes, and scenic
views are high-priority green infrastructure.

Los Angeles River Revitalization

Value Process Space: Linear Parks. A natural linear form creates ecological corridors that
promote the migration and diversification of human and natural habitats. Very low-cost
infrastructure arises in tandem with linear park networks. Accused of having “no there, there,”
The Los Angeles River retrofit creates scores of “there’s.”
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The Urban Forest
The urban ecology continually evolves based on both aesthetic values and provision of shade and
shelter, such as;
§
§
§
§
§
§

the energy savings of shading and shelter
the value-added benefit of beauty and establishment
an employment benefit of labor-intensive work and entry-level skills
a biomass energy source
ecological diversity
reduced noise and light pollution

Suburban neighborhoods benefit from the less intrusive control of minimum lot size, maximum
building height, and a required landscape buffer at the street edge.
As density increases, the open space between homes reduces but does not disappear. At high
density, the adjacency of parks and green belts become critical choices for homebuyers, and the
accessibility of transportation grids becomes critical to our productivity and mobility.
Low buildings are shielded from view with plantings, hedges, garden walls and the like. The
Montecito suburb of Santa Barbara, California, plays this trick to a tee. Behind the curtain of
landscaping are the mansions of the super-rich, but also the ranch-style stucco boxes that were
built for a dime. Yet neither have a dominant effect on the value of the homes right next door.
A viable urban forest for over 90 percent of urban space is achievable even with high-density
developments.
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Urban Forest Coverage
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Forest Space: Urban Forest Cover. The urban forest is a carbon sink capable of reducing
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Low-Low Prices
Low Rise cost advantages include;
§
the ability to backfill foundation excavation against basement walls rather than trucking and
disposal
§
staging costs are reduced as facades, and the building in general, are readily accessed from
grade
§
exterior wall and window costs, which are typically higher than costs for basement walls
and roofs, are minimized
§
framing and foundations costs are reduced as multistory loads are eliminated;
§
coordination costs caused by conflicts that arise between different uses on different floors
are reduced
§
retrofits and additions are facilitated as building can occur outside of occupied space; and,
§
maintenance and replacement of walls and windows are reduced as they are more
protected by roof overhangs

Stick Built
Density over 15,000 people per square mile incorporates no-cost midrise buildings.
“Missing Middle housing types, such as duplexes, fourplexes, bungalow courts, mansion
apartments, and live-work units should be a part of every architect’s, planner’s, real estate
agent’s and developer’s arsenal.” ~ (Parolek 2012).
Small dwelling infill and accessory dwellings could be added to the list.
Traditional stick-built low-rise construction is lowest cost and sustainable. Stick-built upper levels
are framed with metal or wood studs. Metal frame and gypsum board assemblies are easy to
recycle. Wood materials are renewable.
While steel and concrete structures have advantages for durability, non-combustibility, and
acoustic separation, they are expensive, energy intensive, and hard to recycle.
The Missing Middle is also missing streets and parking, until we look “under the hood.” Concrete
construction does have excellent life cycle cost performance for durable basements that need to
withstand traffic, dampness, earth pressure, and high ground floor loads.
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Value Process Space: Low Rise. Stick-built, low and medium-rise buildings are low cost and low
energy. Green roof construction provides high value to accessible roof spaces at grade and terrace
levels.

Value Process Space: Missing Middle. A huge variety of low to medium-rise buildings create
diversity and density in a low-cost and accessible urban environment.
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Passive Aggressive
Detached homes allow for much greater flexibility when it comes to orientation. The energy
saved heating, lighting and cooling detached buildings more than offsets the energy spent on
increased travel distances of lower density development.
Passive geothermal - The ground, which stays at a relatively constant temperature, provides
warmth in winter and cooling in summer.
Passive solar - Orienting a house to take advantage of sun angles at various times of the year
provides solar heat in winter, cooling shade in summer.
Passive shelter - Overhanging trees keep the sun off roofs and elevations providing shade in
summer. Year-round windbreaks reduce the energy-sucking effect of wind infiltrating through
the building envelope. Energy losses through walls above grade and windows increase quickly as
buildings age and gaps form in various assemblies.
“Proper shading and windbreaks can reduce energy consumption up to 22%.” ~ (Olgyay 1973).

Basement Parking
“Basement space is cheap—right?” As determined by the Value Process, of course.
Green roofs easily pay for themselves when they bring nature into accessible areas such as back
yards, commercial plazas, apartment terraces, etc.
Similar to urban alley neighborhoods, townhouse developments bury the car in the backyard.
The covered alley has a slightly raised green roof allowing light, ventilation, and greater
headroom in a shared lane. The alley roof would be planted to create a visual screen and privacy
for the backyard. Private covered parking and storage are shown under the backyard. Alleys,
driveways and garages give way to deeper and more secluded back yards, front yards with
porches, gardens, trees, walkways, and fences. Visitor parking, curb appeal, privacy, safety, social
space, and usable lot area are increased.
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Value Process Space: Passive Aggressive. By substituting both buildings and green space for
paved surfaces, significant amounts of free energy can be harvested. For the same cost, eco
townhouses provide curb and basement access, front yards and porches, a treed perimeter for
privacy.
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What is the Optimal Size for a Community? By Richard Vermeulen
Are Green Roofs Actually Beneficial? By Richard Vermeulen
Urban Forest Utilities. The fuel of the future? By Richard Vermeulen
The Urban Forest. By Richard Vermeulen
Roads and Urban Parks. By Richard Vermeulen
Lanes and Swales - Storm Water. By Richard Vermeulen

GREEN AT NO COST
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Now we get to the fun part where cost models are built from the optimal design elements and
relationships identified through the Value Process. With each model, savings and benefits are
measured. Iterations are sketched and refined to create the maximum Total Benefit. Without
any new technological breakthroughs, prosperity is expanded through reduced cost.

Green at No Cost: Total Benefit Analysis. Total Benefit Analysis increases our standard of living,
multiplies wellness and biodiversity, and runs on clean energy while optimizing choice, access,
mobility, and space.
As cities grow or shrink and become more or less dense, the cellular form remains the same.
Instead of creating a land price hothouse with growth limits, we can bring nature in with
greenways at the regional, local, neighborhood, and individual property scales.
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"In any endeavor, good design rests on two principles. First, it changes the least number of
elements to achieve the greatest result. Second, it relieves stress from the system rather than
adding it. Bad design is pinning our hopes on a change in human awareness and behavior alone,
therefore depending on the highest number of elements - people - to undergo a great change.
Likewise, bad design is having to institute several hundred thousand regulations under the
jurisdiction of government and expecting business to know them all, much less obey them." ~
(Florman 1996).
Total Benefit Analysis will take us through Five Steps to Our Eco Future. With each iteration of
the cost model, we measure our prosperity vision of choice, access, mobility, and space.

Five Steps Total Benefit Analysis
% - Benefit
0% - Externalized Cost Capture
0% - Improved Access Park/Institutional
0% - Improved Privacy
0% - Natural and Human Diversity
0% - Recyclable/Renewable Energy/Materials
0% - Improved Access to Employment, Shopping, Social
0% - Greater Choice & Speed of Mobility
0% - Reduced Land Cost
0% - Reduced Tax, Regulations, Subsidies
0% Total Benefit per Step
0% TOTAL COMPOUNDED BENEFIT
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Green at No Cost: Iterative Process. The value process takes design elements apart, optimizes the
pieces, then puts the optimized pieces together in optimal arrangements to create a cost model.
The cost model process typically goes through many iterations, options, and variations. It is the
99 percent perspiration of Edison’s famous dictum. Preferred concepts are analyzed against
mission, vision, values in the form of cost/benefit analysis.
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Step One: Green Infrastructure
“In all green developments we have been involved with, we figured out that the main economic
burden is on the developer... which might require a new business model!” ~ (James R Mihelcic
2009).
New subdivisions are a blank slate for low-cost design. They get developed on a large scale,
concession block by concession block. They are road-based, which tie in easily to adjacent road
systems. If people have the chance to live in a neighborhood that offers choice, access, mobility,
and space, their actions will drive the market to offer more of this development. Developers
responding to the market will create Green at No Cost.
Scalable Frameworks
With each increment in density, infrastructure is intensified and expanded without resorting to
high-cost expropriations, demolition, and re-building. Horizontal expansion is also
accommodated at a broad range of density. Contraction similarly can be achieved by deintensifying within or contracting horizontally without.
Transportation Mode
Transportation capacity is also scaled through choice of mode. This expands utilization along with
capacity to allow exponential change and instant flexibility.
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Green at No Cost: Stitching. Green Infrastructure stitches parks together to create corridors for
ecological propagation and diversity. Playgrounds and schoolyards are placed at the intersection
of main street and linear park networks to maximize access to community facilities.

Avoiding flood plains, and other high-risk zones, eliminates costs not covered by insurance or
compensated through tax dollar disaster relief.
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Linear park and institutional adjacencies to main street and transportation improve access.
Boulevard, park, and institutional landscaping programs extend to planting programs for private
yards.
Planting programs key to ecological diversity.
The urban forest creates passive energy savings.
Urban farms, proximate park spaces, high visibility institutional programs, improve access to
employment and social opportunities.
Greatly improved urban ecology facilitates development of open spaces resulting in reduced land
cost.
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Green at No Cost: Boulevards. Green Infrastructure allows space for tree cover at all curbside
locations. Tree programs encourage best practices for private tree and urban forest management
to achieve at least 50 percent forest canopy area.

Green at No Cost: Flood Plains. Green Infrastructure allows space for natural and low intervention
stormwater management. Secondary transportation infrastructure can be placed in these zones
with minimal interruption or damage.
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Diversity of transportation mode and redundant systems improve proximity and access to park,
institutional, and main street destinations.
Diversity of densities and building forms promote different lifestyles and income mixing.
Robust frameworks require less tax and regulatory intervention.
Greater market choice finances itself, reducing subsidies.

Five Steps Total Benefit Analysis
Step One: Green Infrastructure
% - Benefit
1% - Externalized Cost Capture
2% - Improved Access Park/Institutional
1% - Improved Privacy
4% - Natural and Human Diversity
1% - Recyclable/Renewable Energy/Materials
2% - Improved Access to Employment, Shopping, Social
0% - Greater Choice & Speed of Mobility
1% - Reduced Land Cost
3% - Reduced Tax, Regulations, Subsidies
15% Total Step One: Green Infrastructure Benefit
15% FIVE STEPS COMPOUNDED BENEFIT
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Green at No Cost: Scalability. The cost model framework is adaptable to density, transportation
volume and mode, economic activity, and total size. The model can grow, shrink, repurpose,
evolve, adapt, and live, allowing people to choose.
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Step Two: Access Ability
“You don’t know what you got till it’s gone… they paved paradise, put up a parking lot.” ~
(Mitchell 1970).
There is a depressing finality to Joni Mitchell’s lyric, but who says you can’t un-pave that parking
lot and put up a paradise? The depressing monotony of sprawl is largely due to single-purpose
dedicated parking on grade with no diversity of use.
The cost model improves land use by eliminating most paving. Managed demand for shared
basement and curbside parking provides low maintenance infrastructure to the benefit of the
buyer.
By keeping the size of the neighborhood scale constant and optimized for walking proximity,
walkability is not dependent on density. Diversity of use creates the intermingling of economic,
ecological, social, and recreational spaces and people. This diversity adds richness, robustness,
and texture.
Focusing on personnel costs provides the economic engine behind access-based space
arrangements.
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Current Coverage Verses The Park City Model
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55%
15%
12%
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Difference
+25% Private And Adjacent Green Space
0%
Park
-14% Streets
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-57% Residential Parking And Driveway
-100% Parking Lots
0%
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Green at no Cost: Access Ability. Basement and curb parking saves space by reducing paved
surfaces over 70 percent. By fixing access at one lower level, the amount of built space over this
level becomes variable and adaptable according to needs, such as retail, big box, office,
residential, institutional, or light industry.
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Easy access from curbside and basement spaces reduce wasted time while increasing diversity of
destinations.
Townhouse neighborhoods substitute yard and front porch spaces for driveways and snout house
garages.
Car and storage spaces are covered and easily accessed.
Parks and yards are substituted for paved surfaces.
Improved utilization eliminates waste and increases efficiency of land use.
Better utilization through shared parking eliminates redundant and overbuilt parking facilities
mandated by zoning ordinances.
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Green at No Cost: Walkability. The cost model is based on walkable neighborhood cells. Most
daily needs are accessed within a 5-minute walking radius. Main street, commercial districts,
community centers, schools, and parks, have easy access for all modes of transportation.

Green at No Cost: 30 Year Cost of Building. Construction and maintenance costs are dwarfed by
personnel costs, making ready access key to prosperity. Savings in time and energy recover the
investment in infrastructure and planning within months.
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Improved access reduces time spent looking for parking, waiting for free space, walking extra
distances, looking for destinations.
Main street proximities for commercial, institutional, and higher density residential save time
and create diversity.
Continuous arrangement of economic, wellness, and ecological spaces provide simple and ready
access over main street and green infrastructure transportation routes.

Five Steps Total Benefit Analysis
Step Two: Access Ability
% - Benefit
2% - Externalized Cost Capture
5% - Improved Access Park/Institutional
1% - Improved Privacy
3% - Natural and Human Diversity
0% - Recyclable/Renewable Building Materials
0% - Improved Passive Energy Harvesting
5% - Improved Access to Employment, Shopping, Social
0% - Greater Choice & Speed of Mobility
1% - Reduced Land Cost
2% - Reduced Tax, Regulations, Subsidies
19% Total Step Two Access Ability Benefit
37% FIVE STEPS COMPOUNDED BENEFIT
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Green at No Cost: Main Street Redux. Mixed-use commercial, institutional, residential along main
street economic corridors provide easy access and high visibility.

Green at No Cost: Townhouse. Basement parking and storage, curb parking and narrow streets
allow increases in private and adjacent green space of 25 percent.
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Step Three: Macro Mobility
The transportation revolution is not over. Smaller, lighter, more efficient vehicles will travel
without the delays of congestion, indirect routes, stop, and go traffic, speed traps, and poor
access. If driving is not for you, rideshare transit will take you anywhere, anytime. Bikes will have
their own network and walking will be a pleasure. By increasing efficiency 60%, we can switch
to clean energy sources. Road networks are cheap to build and easy to utilize.
Traffic Flow Savings and Route Efficiency result from the redundant grids of the macro mobile
city. Proximity Savings bring main street and green infrastructure destinations within reduced
radiuses. The proximity model can put up to 80% more destinations within the same radius,
which would shorten trip distances 30%.
Improved Fuel Efficiency counters the price increase of green taxes. Vehicle Right-Sizing
provides choice by tailoring vehicle size to use. Rideshare Savings will tailor ride-sharing and
mini-bus service to demand.
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Green at No Cost: Traffic Flow and Route Efficiency. By increasing the availability and proximity
of different routes for different modes of transportation, stop-and-go traffic and indirect routes
are practically eliminated. Pedestrian routes are pleasant, bike and ultralight routes are dedicated
and safe, rideshare routes are accessible and flow evenly, freeways are significantly downsized.
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75% LDV AND TRUCKING SHARE OF TOTAL TRANSPORTATION x 50% FUEL EFFICIENCY
IMPROVEMENTS = 37% FUEL EFFICIENCY
60% LDV SHARE OF TRANSPORTATION ENERGY x 16% VEHICLE RIGHT SIZING = 10% VEHICLE
RIGHT SIZING
12% TRAFFIC FLOW SAVINGS X 75% LIGHT VEHICLE AND TRUCKING SHARE OF TOTAL
TRANSPORTATION = 9% TRAFFIC FLOW SAVINGS
8% ROUTE EFFICIENCY SAVINGS X 75% LIGHT VEHICLE AND TRUCKING SHARE OF TOTAL
TRANSPORTATION x 65% LOCAL AND SHORT RADIUS MILES DRIVEN = 4% ROUTE EFFICIENCY
SAVINGS
65% LOCAL AND SHORT RADIUS SHARE OF MILES DRIVEN x 30% PROXIMITY SAVINGS x 75%
LIGHT VEHICLE AND TRUCKING SHARE OF TOTAL TRANSPORTATION = 15% PROXIMITY
SAVINGS
60% LDV SHARE OF TRANSPORTATION ENERGY x 12% RIDESHARE USE = 7% RIDESHARE
SAVINGS

TRANSPORTATION SAVINGS
37% FUEL EFFICIENCY
10% VEHICLE RIGHT SIZING
9% TRAFFIC FLOW SAVINGS
4% ROUTE EFFICIENCY
15% PROXIMITY SAVINGS
7% RIDESHARE SAVINGS
82% INDIVIDUAL SAVINGS (61% COMPOUNDED)
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Green at No Cost: Proximity Savings. In this cost model, land use savings are allocated to
intensified uses. This allows up to 50 percent more destinations within the same space, reducing
travel distances and creating proximity savings.
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Eliminates time and energy spent in stop-and-go traffic, circuitous routes, underutilized
infrastructure.
Increased speed puts much larger areas within easy reach, fueling economic growth through
employment opportunities and reduced travel and land cost.
Road systems are low-cost, flexible, and recyclable.
Proximity gains from increased density increases economic diversity.
Institutional use of park adjacencies increases utilization and ecological diversity.
Reduced energy consumption allows the substitution of sustainable energy sources.
Transportation savings fund linear park investment.
Rideshare increases social and transportation mode diversity.
Greater speed and reduced risk of traffic delays increases opportunity and efficiency.
Obsolete transit infrastructure can be phased out while distributing income more effectively.
New development comes with built-in transit infrastructure that pays for itself.
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LDV Fleet

SIE spark-ignition engine. HEV hybrid electric vehicle.
hybrid
electric
vehicle.EIA.
FCV
InformationPHEV
source:plug-in
U.S. Energy
Information
Administration
2010.
fuel cell vehicle. BEV battery electric vehicle.
Green at No Cost: Fuel Efficiency by Engine Type. Fuel efficiency and green energy sources will
replace the gas guzzler this century. Planning for this mode in conjunction with communication
technologies will provide the biggest savings to transportation costs.

Green at No Cost: Vehicle Right-Sizing. One way to reduce the number of empty seats is to reduce
the number of seats. Greater choice in vehicle sizing will replace the one size fits all approach to
mobility choice.
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Five Steps Total Benefit Analysis
Step Three: Macro Mobility
% - Benefit
3% - Externalized Cost Capture
0% - Improved Access Park/Institutional
0% - Improved Privacy
2% - Natural and Human Diversity
1% - Recyclable/Renewable Energy/Materials
0% - Improved Access to Employment, Shopping, Social
11% - Greater Choice & Speed of Mobility
3% - Reduced Land Cost
2% - Reduced Tax, Regulations, Subsidies
22% Total Step Three Macro Mobility Benefit
67% FIVE STEPS COMPOUNDED BENEFIT
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Policy/Mitigation
for Light Duty Vehicles
Green at No Cost: Rideshare Transit. A transportation grid designed for rideshare will replace
government-run bus and rail systems.

Green at No Cost: Transportation Energy Savings. Up to 60 percent reduction in fuel consumption
U.S.replace
Energyfossil
Information
EIA. 2010.
in the transportation sector will allowInformation
renewable source:
energy to
fuels by Administration
2050.
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Step Four: Right Size Buildings
Right Size Buildings save energy, save construction cost, save on parking, and improve access.
Here is the big picture on saving 56% of energy consumption in buildings.

BUILDING ENERGY SAVINGS
40% ENERGY EFFICIENCY
13% PASSIVE SOLAR/PASSIVE GEOTHERMAL
12% TREE SHADING AND WIND BREAKS
5% ADJACENCY IMPROVEMENTS
70% INDIVIDUAL SAVINGS
56% COMPOUNDED SAVINGS

Higher insulation, reduced infiltration, medium-tech glazing systems, low flow fixtures, highefficiency lighting, heat pump technologies, and smart system interfaces will come on stream for
residential and commercial buildings and replace building stock by 2050.
Low rise/low-cost structures take advantage of building orientation and ground-based passive
solar and passive geothermal heating and cooling sources.
The urban forest provides shelter, windbreaks, and seasonal shade or sun.
With higher density along main streets, buildings merge into blocks of medium-density housing
and commercial adjacencies. These stacked and blocked spaces have less exposure to the
elements, saving on heating and cooling loads.
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Green at No Cost: Stick Built. Low to medium rise construction costs less, has ready access, is
green at street and terrace levels, is energy efficient, adaptable, and human-scaled.

Green at No Cost: New York City Density. At 26,000 people per square mile, the stick-built model
matches New York City in density, without high-rise construction, at 1/3 the cost.
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Low rise access to yards and terraces increases utilization and investment.
Low-rise structures benefit the most from low-cost tree shading and shelter.
Improved energy efficiency phases out fossil fuel dependency.
Low-rise visibility facilitates mixing of people.
Low-rise structures have a much lower dependency on elevator systems, material handling, and
vertical building core infrastructure.
Stick-built structures are low-cost and renewable/recyclable.

Five Steps Total Benefit Analysis
Step Four: Right Size Buildings
% - Benefit
0% - Externalized Cost Capture
0% - Improved Access Park/Institutional
1% - Improved Privacy
1% - Natural and Human Diversity
2% - Recyclable/Renewable Energy/Materials
0% - Improved Access to Employment, Shopping, Social
0% - Greater Choice & Speed of Mobility
0% - Reduced Land Cost
1% - Reduced Tax, Regulations, Subsidies
5% Total Step Four Right Size Buildings Benefit
75% FIVE STEPS COMPOUNDED BENEFIT
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Green at No Cost: Passive Aggressive. Ground-level construction maximizes passive energy
technologies. Well-constructed commercial and residential buildings have no carbon footprint.

Green at No Cost: Energy Use. As with Wright’s Broadacre City, the cost model uses the inclined
plain as its basic simple machine. In contrast, high-rise models use the pulley to minimize
horizontal distances. The cost is both higher energy use and the additional infrastructure of
underutilized high-speed elevators for vertical transportation.
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Step Five: Sprawl On
“Don’t put people in a box.” ~ (Goldman 2007).
Once we identify the open space we don't want to lose, we make space available for people to
live. When we benefit ecology and wellness, there is no reason not to Sprawl On.
By limiting developable land in order to fight sprawl, we create it by throwing ourselves into the
arms of developers big enough to fight the system. Sprawl is not about density, cars, malls,
parking lots, or roads; sprawl is about monotony. It is almost impossible for current tract housing
to develop higher value or character.
An ecosystem of small-scale developers working toward a very large-scale vision would allow
interesting characteristics to emerge from a blend of individualism and conformity that arises
naturally.
As urban growth rings form around existing cities, demand for connecting open space and
transportation can be induced from the outside in. Urban cores and aging systems can be
revitalized as Rehab penetrates in and reconnects with existing infrastructure.
Instead of destroying the character of existing cities with intensification, we identify the built
space we want to repurpose. We then rehab this space as green infrastructure and right size
buildings.
We don't have to bulldoze our way to the future. Existing spaces can take a leisurely trip to the
end of their life cycle. Make these spaces available for truly affordable (not subsidized) housing,
commercial leasebacks, etc., until the time comes for rehab. Rental accommodation in otherwise
obsolete housing that still has useful life is affordable and allows people into existing city spaces.
Another opportunity for rehab is the highly accessible space in the buffer zone adjacent to
freeways. Low-cost land leases for mobile homes allow mobility, ownership, and affordability.
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California’s Existing Urban Area verses Available Urban Area

Existing Urban Area

Available Urban Area

Growth Potential

Green at No Cost: Eco Space. Human and natural ecology will flourish over broad areas, replacing
relatively poor monocultures such as pasture, shrub, commercial forest, and wasteland.
Economic, wellness, and ecological wealth will be 100 times greater than previous uses.
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Time and energy savings recover the cost of rehab.
“So how do we get around the failure of long-term planning when it comes to community and
regional design? The most successful strategy I can think of is strategic alignment. Look for
chances to do something obvious fast, and make sure it plugs directly into policies that serve a
larger purpose over time. Illustrate the principles of a Big Think strategy with a no-brainer project
that quickly connects problem and solution and provides a foundation for moving on to a higher
level of complexity over a slightly longer timeframe. Keep the principles at high altitude. But find
something at ground level to prove their viability.” ~ (Brown 2010).
A network of through roads using rideshare technologies take commuters door-to-door from
home to work and beyond. Speeds on the rideshare network would average 15 to 20 miles per
hour. The rideshare grid mirrors and offsets the main street grid.
Doubling up on freeway crossings is the principal expense. In a city suffering from severe
congestion, like Toronto, the cost of this system is recovered by 40 hours of saved time per
resident – TOTAL. Many commuters burn through those 40 hours every month!
The freeway and other crossings of the through road grid complement the main street grid and
form a beachhead for retrofit to the Eco Corridor Grid.
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Green at No Cost: Rideshare Grid Rehab. Through roads, upgrade existing streets to allow
rideshare. Benefits will recover costs in days and can be implemented in months.

Green at No Cost: Eco Corridor Network. Parallel to through road grids, linear park rehabs provide
green infrastructure to obsolete cities.
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Eco Corridor Rehab
Accessible green space with linked commercial hubs, ecological corridors, improved property
value, and increased civic pride add to the transportation benefit of the linear park network.
Stats for a typical concession rehab:
§
Through roads increase from 0 to 7.5 miles.
§
Parkways increase from 0 to 2.5 miles.
§
Bikeways increase from 0 to 2.5 miles
§
Bike paths increase from 0 to 7.5 miles.
§
Main streets stay at 2.5 miles.
Total roads to somewhere increase from 2.5 miles to 22.5 miles.
Stitching parks together into a linear park grid seems implausible to those who live in boomtown
metros like New York or Toronto., In fact, most North American cities are losing population and
look more like Detroit.
Hollowed out urban cores and asphalt suburban wastelands are the shape of things to come as
population peaks. A city with a declining population, increased mobility, access to amenity space,
rideshare transit, and increased community facilities is possible with Eco Corridor Rehab.
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Green at No Cost: Eco Corridor Rehab. Obsolete cities, such as Detroit, will benefit from accessible
linear park networks that provide green infrastructure.
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Making land available for development spurs both the pace and extent of growth.
Replacing underutilized land with ecologically diverse human/natural systems provides low-cost
space for all income groups.
Growth in new areas reduces price pressures in existing areas, making rehab of existing spaces
more affordable.
Rehab of existing spaces improves access and mobility to obsolete systems.

Five Steps Total Benefit Analysis
Step Five: Sprawl On
% Benefit
0% - Externalized Cost Capture
0% - Improved Access Park/Institutional
2% - Improved Privacy
3% - Natural and Human Diversity
1% - Recyclable/Renewable Energy/Building
2% - Improved Access to Employment, Shopping, Social
0% - Greater Choice & Speed of Mobility
4% - Reduced Land Cost
1% - Reduced Tax, Regulations, Subsidies
13% Total Step Five Sprawl On Benefit
98% FIVE STEPS COMPOUNDED BENEFIT
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Toronto Rail Based Transit Verses Parkway System
200 miles of rapid rail
200 miles of street rail
40 hubs

825 miles of parkway
825 miles of bikeway
2,500 miles of through road
2,500 miles of bike path
330 parkway hubs
660 main street hubs

Freeways—Black
Parkways—Purple

Green at No Cost: Transit System Comparison. 10 times the connectivity at higher speeds and
multiple modes will take transit from the 19th to 21st century. The $50 billion price tag for
Toronto’s rail transit will never be recovered. The same investment for the Eco Corridor rehab is
recovered in a few years.
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Green at No Cost: 2010.
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§

TRAFFIC MAZES
CONGESTED MAIN STREETS
DISCONNECTED LAND USE
OCEANS OF ASPHALT
LOW PEDESTRIAN USE
LOW TRANSIT USE
DANGEROUS FOR BIKES
CONGESTED HOUSING
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Green at No Cost: 2050.
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§

THROUGH ROADS
EASY ACCESS TO MAIN STREETS
SYNERGISTIC LAND USE
BASEMENT PARKING
HIGH PEDESTRIAN USE
FLEXIBLE TRANSIT USE
SEPARATE PATHS FOR BIKES
LARGER YARDS FOR HOUSING
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“Green at No Cost started with
walking the dog around the neighborhood. It always bothered me that the parks did not connect.
Something about a continuous park made sense: it certainly made sense to my dog. Apparently,
we were not alone, as the authorities have been trying to connect these parks by degree, because
the demand and desirability is there.
Another thing always bugged me. How do we make an efficient transportation system for both
transit and automobiles? I lived in a town just outside Toronto, and as every year went by, the
city got further away. Suburban growth meant that more traffic, and more congestion,
intervened to the point that what was once a twenty-minute trip could easily take an hour.
While zipping along a parkway from the airport to one of our many meetings in New England, I
wondered, ‘What if linear parks and transportation were to get married?’ I put this question to
the cost model test and eureka! Not only did the system save money at the outset, it saved over
its life cycle.
Daily work for our company explores an endless stream of cost-saving opportunities. Collectively
they have a major impact on our economy and constitute a major improvement to our standard
of living. The missing ingredient in our public discourse are the hard numbers that my clients,
developers, and policymakers, need to achieve Green at No Cost.”
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